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PREFACE

The development of radio broadcasting in Montana has an
isqportant place in any survey of the state's history since 1900.
Radio broadcasting assisted in the process of bringing the
residents of the state together in terms of social, cultural and
political attitudes.
Particular attention has been given to the very early days
in Montana radio broadcasting, when the development of a radio
broadcasting station acquired unusual characteristics, dictated
by the character of the people the broadcasting station served.
Furthermore, there is very little documented material relating
to the early period in Montana radio broadcasting and therefore
special eiQ>ha8is was given to this part of the story.

Less

attention has been devoted to the post-World War H period in
broadcasting in the state.
The writer is especially grateful for the assistance of
the State Historical Library, Helena; Mr. Ed Craney, Butte;
Mr. E. C. Xrebsbach, Williston. North Dakota; and Mr. Charles 0.
Campbell, Billings.
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Radio broadcasting in Montana began very early in the 1920s,
at about the same time as the historic programs of the nation's
first "radio station," KIXA. in Pittsburgh.^ The results of the

1920 presidential election vere broadcast on KEKA Nov. 2, I92O.

An

estimated $00 to 1,000 persons heard the broadcast euid knew that
Warren 6 . Harding was the next President of the United States.
In Montana, unlicensed radio broadcasting was under way in at
least one locality at the time of the KEKA election nig^t program,
and the first licensed radio broadcasting station in the state
began in May, 1922.3
Radiotelephone broadcasting, however, had its origins in the
experiments of Dr. Lee deforest. From the Eiffel Tower in Paris
in 1908, deforest and his assistants succeeded in transmitting
recorded music reliably over a distance of 2$ miles.

One listener

reported hearing the broadcast from Marseilles, more than $00
il
miles away.
following his success in Paris, deforest returned to the
United States and began experiments with "live" radio broadcasts.

^ h e claim of station WWJ in Detroit to have been the first
licensed radio broadcasting station has been disproved. Gleason
Archer, in his book "History of Radio to I926," documents the
Commerce Department radio records, showing conclusively that KEKA
was the first licensed radio broadcasting station in the United
States.
^Archer, Gleason L., History of Radio to I926 (New York, 1938)
p. 20U.
3see "The Tinkerers" and "KDTS" in this paper.
^Archer, 0£. cit., pp. 98-99.
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He arranged for a broadcast of a performance of the Metropolitan
Opera Conq»any in Nev York City. The world-famous Caruso was to
c
sing from Pagliacci. The event was described this way:
A little half-kilowatt transmitter through which
the chief arias were to pass was insteilled in a
vacant room at the top of the Opera House... .Listeners
were stationed at the Park Avenue building.
(The Broadcast) was heard by perhaps $0 listeners...
the inventor felt convinced from that minute that
broadcasting was destined to go forward, perhaps
even as far as his own wild dream of uniting the
scattered comers of the globe.
The early experiments of deForest in radiotelephone broad
casting opened speculation by other inventors that the human voice
could be reliably transmitted across distances of many miles.

Dr.

Frank Conrad, an employee of the Westin^ouse company in Pittsburgh,
began tinkering with wireless in I916.? The United States
government suspended all amateur wireless broadcasting during
World War One.

In 1919# Dr. Conrad resumed wireless radiotelephone

experiments from his home, filling the time on the air with favorite
phonograph records and talk.

"By the summer of I920," one radio

historian wrote, "listener rei^onse was becoming a bit troublesome.
Letters and telephone calls were coming in, many of them making
odd requests..."®

%ntil the development of more efficient ançlifiers, broad
casters found it necessary to use singers with tremendous volume
in order to create the required modulation for transmission.
^Archer, op. cit., p. 99»
^Ibid.. p. 199.
®Ibid.
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Vestlngbouse executives, anxious to enter the radiotelephone
business, recognized the potential In Ih*. Conrad's experiments.
They envisioned a radio broadcasting station that would create
a demand for radio sets— sets the Vestlnghouse cootpany would
manufacture.

The cmmpany financed the construction of KHCA In a

metal-covered shack atop the Vestlnghouse plant In East Pittsburgh»
Subsequently, the radio station was moved Into more appropriate
quarters, and regular evening broadcasting began.
The early O K A broadcasts are truly significant.

The event

spurred the ccmstructlon and sale of radio receiving sets,
particularly the "crystal set."

It aroused amateurs and others

to construct more sensitive and complex receiving Instruments to
pick up the O K A broadcasts.

The prospect of hearing "entertainment"

by radio captured the Imagination of hundreds of thousands in this
country.

Another radio historian has pointed out that
It Is hard for a push-button generation of
radio listeners and television viewers to
appreciate the quality of Interest such
transmission could arouse In 1920....
Practically the only signals on the air In
1920 were In radiotélégraphie code. To hear
news, music and other entertainment Instead
of the monotonous drone of code In the
earphone was an electrifying experience for
any listener, amateur or professions^....
It Is, therefore, not surprising that KOSA
was an Immediate and overwhelming success.^

The advent of radio broadcasting In the United States
precipitated what has been described as "one of the most

%ead, Sydney V., Broadcasting In America (Cambridge. 1956)
pp. 107-108.
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extraordinary booms in the history of the American people."^®
Orders for radio receiving sets and for transmitting equipment
for would-be radio broadcasters flooded the manufacturer's offices.
The most curious aspect of this development is that no one,
particularly in 1921 and 1922, could have bad any prospect of
monetary gain from the construction and operation of a radio
broadcasting station.

The only individuals who stood to profit

from the boom were the equipment manufacturers.

The costs for the

construction of a broadcasting station were staggering; a would-be
broadcaster could expect to spend more than $$0,000 on equipment.^
Despite this fact, the number of broadcasting stations increased
rapidly.

During Nay, 1922— the same month Montana’s first

licensed station, KDTS, went on the air— the Department of Commerce
had authorized 9® additional radio broadcasting s t a t i o n s . I n

1922, Commerce Secretary Herbert Hoover reported that
we have witnessed in the last four or five
months one of the most astounding things
that has come to my attention in American
life. This Department estimates that today,
more than 600,000 persons possess wireless
telephone receiving sets, whereas there
were less than 50,000 a year ago. ^3

^®Archer, og. cit., p. 241.
^Archer,

cit., p. 241.

^■^While 98 other stations were authorized, not all of them
were on the air.» Furthermore, many were formally authorized which
subsequently surrendered their licenses.
^^Archer, og. cit., p. 284.
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In the West, the radio boom was equally amazing.

Rural families

and others who were relatively isolated recognized that radio
broadcasting could bring them amusement and something to brighten
the routine life of farm or ranch merely for the cost of a radio
receiving set.

A West Coast writer in 1922 wrote:

The average man on the street had never more
than vaguely heard of radio until two months ago..,.
All of a sudden it hit us. The first most of us
saw of it beyond randm and rather dull newspaper
and magazine accounts of developments was in a first
page, first column headlines from New York, not
over two months ago, proclaiming that the East
had gone mad over radio. Within twelve hours, the
interest swept over the Coast.
While statistically the contribution of Montana to the develop
ment of radiotelephone broadcasting is relatively small, the state
nevertheless played a part in the development of radio in the West.
The development of early-day broadcasting stations in Montana is a
unique and colorful series of experiences.
Two factors motivated the early-day broadcasters in
construct

a radiotelephone station.

Montanato

One was the genuine desireto

bring entertainment and information to the radio listeners.

The

other was a vested interest in promoting the sale of radio receivers.
Three of the eight "pioneers" in broadcasting in Montana recognized
the advertising potential of broadcasting stations, but none accurately
perceived what this form of income would ultimately mean to the
success of the enterprise.

The first so-called "commercial" on

radio in the United States was heard during the summer of 1922 over

^^Archer, o£. cit., p. 276.
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the American Telephone and Telegraph Company's WEAF broadcasting
station In H^w York City.

It vas described as

veU-vrltten... .would today be termed Institutional
advertising rather than the ballyhoo for the sale
of lots....It Is reported that the price was $100
for each of the five spots (ten minutes each) on
five consecutive days.
WKAP provided the breakthrough for advertising on ra^lo, and
the practice spread as other stations adopted the Idea and business
firms became better acquainted with the new method.

The effect of

this development an the East Coast was slow to reach Montana but,
once arrived. It was quickly adopted.

Broadcasters In Montana were

somewhat like the executive Goliaths at the Radio Corporation of
America and the American Telephone and Telegraph Company who
did not themselves realize what a social
revolution was taking place. To them, advertising
on the radio, except during the business hours,
was an Intrusion on the sacred privacy of the
home. Their Idea of the sanctity of the home
and of the role of family life In society was
essentially in the 19th century tradition. But
a profound social upheaval was underway In the
1920s...,The temper of the times favored radio's
commercial trend....The advertising man, more
conscious of the trend of the times than the
network executives, took advantage of the jazzed
up tenq>o of the age. Almost before the broadcasters
knew what had happened, the advertising agencies
took over— and It was they who set the tone.^®
Montana was swept along with the Intensive Interest In radio-

^^Archer, 0£. cit., p. 276.
^%ead, o£. clt.. p. 12l^.
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telephone broadcasting and experienced the "explosion" of radio
station construction, the shortage of radio receiving sets and the
advent of commercial announcements on the air.
Montana's radio broadcasting history can be divided Into
four general categories:
1920-1932: The period of the early pioneers, beginning with
the radiotelephone "hobbyists" operating unlicensed stations,
followed by the establishment of six stations still operating
today.

The "pioneer" period began with the construction of

KDfS, Great falls. In 1922 and was climaxed with the construction
of KG?0, Missoula, In 1931*

The operators of radio stations

during this period frequently were as concerned with the technical
aspects of radio broadcasting as they were with the schedule of
programs offered to the public.

1932-1936: A period of no activity In new radio broadcast
station construction.

However, these four years put the acid

test to each of the existing stations as Montana struggled
through the Great Depression.

Management tightened business

practices and attempted to create more sophisticated programs
to attract skeptical advertisers.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt's

"Fireside Chats" are credited with bringing radio a measure of
true prestige, "taking the front page of the dally newspaper
and putting In on the radio."1? Stations were subjected to
severe growing pains.

^’^Conversation with Ed Craney, Butte, Montana (April 27, I963).
Craney operated radio station KGIR, Butte, during the Depression years.
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1937"19^»6; A period of gradual, steady development of
broadcasting stations and practices.

Radio broadcasting

stations came to several of the smaller communities vlthln
Montana.

ifi

Network affiliation became commonplace.

The

period also witnessed the early development of the state's
first "network" and the first attempt at group ownership
of broadcasting stations In Montana.

19^7-1963: A period of rapid change.

The number of

broadcasting stations Increased rapidly In the years
following World War II.

Every major radio statlcm market

became highly competitive.

The so-called "independent"

stations became the dominant feature of the radio broad
casting business.

The former concepts of "block"

programming and heavy network affiliation were replaced
with a music and news concept.
absentee ownership grew.

Orotp ownership and

The Impact of television began to

be felt In a few selected areas within the state.^9
The arbitrary categories that have been cited closely parallel
what was happening to radio broadcasting throughout the United
States.

While Montana frequently was slow to react to changes in

^®KPFA was established In Helena, 1937; KRBM In Bozeman, 1939; y
XATL In Miles City, 19^1. These were the last stations to be
constructed In the state until 19*^6 .
^9a more detailed discussion of this period of development will
be found In the last section of this report.
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the radio broadcasting business, stations in the state «ere often
spared the violent ups and downs characteristic of the industry as
a Tdiole. The inqpact of television, for example, has not been as
severe for the radio broadcasting industry in Montana as it has been
in neighboring states such as Washington and Oregon.

The problem of

heavy radio "overpopulation" has not reached the proportiws experienced
in markets such as Denver and Omaha.
The history of radio broadcasting in Montana can be characterized
as crude, folksy, colorful, and, for the most part, prosperous.

The

frontier way of life existing in some remote areas of Montana during
the 1920s left a mark on the history of radio broadcasting in the
state.

Because of the geographic location of Ifontana, her people

were often unaware of the newest innovations in the major cities.
For this reason, perhaps more than any other, Montana's radio
broadcasting Industry grew up without the customary "metropolitan"
influence.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

THE TIHKEREBS
In the early days of broadcasting in Montana a nnmber of lovpover radiotelephone transmitters, most not licensed through the
Department of Commerce, were In operation.
There Is no evidence that aiy of the early-day unlicensed
radiotelephone broadcasters entertained the Idea of using the
electronic gadget as an Instrument to sell advertising.

Montana's

early-day broadcasters were "tinkerers,* men acquainted with the
fundamentals of electricity and wireless and eager to experiment
with wireless telephone transmission.
Is by no means complete In this study.

The story of the "tinkerers*
Because most of the stations

were not licensed, no official records are available.

When the

operator complied with the federal regulations and secured authorization
the fact was duly noted In the Department of Commerce files.

However,

the Federal Communications Commission— successor to the licensing
agency in Commerce— reports it does not maintain a list of stations
which were licensed but which subsequently surrendered their
license.^ The story of the "tinkerers" can be harvested only from
local newspapers, personal interviews and occasional glancing
references to them In books and periodicals.

A few of those case

histories which are available are of significance for an understanding
of this peripheral phase of broadcasting In Montana.

^^^tter from the Federal Coaoninlcat Ions Commission, Washington,
D.C., S^t. 20, 1962.
-

10-
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Perhaps the earliest radiotelephone broadcaster in the state vas
a young man from Chicago, 111., who came to the Bitterroot Valley of
vestern Montana during the land speculation days in 1916. Ashley
Clayton Dixon vas reasonably vell-to-do and purchased an adequate
parcel of land Just north of the Three Nile Trading Post near
StevensviUe.

He constructed his hcmm and developed an orchard of

McIntosh apple trees.

As early as I919 (several months before the

first official broadcast of station KDKk) Dixon vas "broadcasting”
vith a makeshift studio in his country home.

Much of the time he

vould content himself vith talk on the broadcasting station.
Occasionally a group of men from Stevensvllle vould form an orchestra
and travel to the Dixon home studio for a short broadcast.

Dixon

vas a prominent figure in StevensviUe community affairs and vas one
of the organizers of the First National Bank in the community.

In

1922, Dixon and his family moved to Portland, Ore., thereby closing
the StevensviUe broadcasting station.
A license for an "educational" broadcasting station vas issued
Nov. 7, 1922, to the BiUings Polytechnic Institute in BiUings.

The

station vas authorized at 100 vatts of pover at a frequency of 36O
meters (834 kilocycles) vith the c a U letters of KFED.^

The date of

Issuance of the license curiously coincides vith publicity in the
BiUings nevspaper concerning the "Electric Service Station" and the
"Gazette" radio programs on a broadcasting station vith the c a U
letters KFCH.

^"^ost, S. E., "Education's Ovn Stations" (Chicago, 1937) p. 34.
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An extensive reviev of the BiUings Gazette radio logs and news
stories during this period reveals considerable mention of KFCH but
no mention of the **educational" station licensed to the Institute.
Glen West, instructor in electricity and radiotelegrapby, required
students to construct a radio receiver before they could receive
credit for the class.^

It could be reascmably assumed, therefore,

that the call letters KFED were assigned to a transmitter used
primarily to test the receiving ability of the sets assembled by the
students and for related experiments in radiotelephone broadcasting.
However, there is no evidence to support this contention other than
that a station was authorized for operation at the Institute and was
used for experimental purposes.

Broadcasts of KFED

were largely in the form of tests, with no
scheduled programs having been presented. All
music came from phonograph records, with a
homemade electric pickup....it is believed that
this was the first electric pickup to be used
in broadcasting work.... ^he\ station was not
supported financially...
the license was
allowed to expire on February 6, 1923.3
KFCH, the so-called "Gazette" broadcasting station, began
operation Nov. 7, 1922, with a program of local talent consisting of
an orchestra and vocal soloists.

The Gazette reported that the

"radio program was well received" and noted that "the selections
by Ben Lewis were so popular that he was requested by telephone

^%illings Gazette. (Hov. 26, 1922).
^^Frost, c£. cit., p. 34.
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immediately after the concert to render another selection, vfalch he
dld.”^

The newspaper reports prcodsed another broadcast for Thursday

evening featuring a varied program of Brunswick records furnished by
the lammond Furniture Comgpany of Billings.

The day following the

second broadcast of the new station, the newspaper said that "reports
from Bridger, Columbus and Belfrey...and other points reveal that the
program had been received."^
IFCE continued broadcasting throughout the month of Boveniber,

1922, with three broadcasts each week.

The Gazette Sunday radio

section would list a "log" of programs to be aired on the station ,
during the following week.

Early in December the management of the

broadcasting station began advertising radio receivers for sale.
One advertisement contended that "a radio set makes an interesting...
radio parts are available here...our operator will be glad to assist
you."^
Seven days later— Dec. 10, 1922— all reference to the "Electric
Service Station" disappeared from the newspaper.

The KFCE radio log

was not published In any editions of the paper after Dec. 3, either
Sunday or daily.

An extensive check of the De camber issues of the

Gazette failed to give any clue regarding XFCB.

Walter lulton had

been reported to be the operator of the broadcasting station,^ but

^^illlngs Gazette. (Mov. 8, 1922).
^Ibld.. (lov. 10, 1922).
^^ I d . . (Dec. 3, 1922).
^Billings Gazette. (lov. 12, 1922).
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hlB name does not appear in any of the December issues of the
nevspaper.
An unlicensed broadcasting station is reported to have operated
for a fev months in Missoula in 1923-1924.

A. J. Nbsby, himself a

radio broadcasting pioneer, has recalled that he loaned a small
experimental broadcast transmitter to tvo unidentified men vho
established a broadcasting station In the Wilma Theater Building.
However, at the helggit of a sponsored political rally broadcast in
the station studio, the drinking and enthusiasm of the participants
vent beycmd the socially allowable limits, and the police bad to be
called to stop the broadcast.

A scuffle ensued, and the tvo vould-

be "broadcasters” were arrested and sentenced to several days In the
city jail.

The transmitting equipamnt was repossessed by Ifosby and

subsequently became part of the original transmitting equipment used
by radio station XDQM, Montana State University.^
Certainly Montana had many more broadcast "tinkerers.” The
process by idiich the human voice could be transmitted througpi the
air and heard by others many miles avay cau^it the imagination of
the hobbyist, the electrician, the musician, and others vho understood
basic physics.

The early 1920s vas a period of experimentation and

high interest in wireless.

The relatively large Sunday nevspaper

sections devoted to the radio fan were evidence of this Interest.^

pO
•
Conversation with A. J. Mbsby, Missoula, Mont., Mar. 20, 1963.
^%he Great Falls Tribune and the Billings Gazette consistently
devoted as much as a full page to radio information each week, Vanglng
from circuit diagrams to conq>lete program listings for "regional"
stations In the larger cities.
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Gleason Archer has observed that
the advent of radio broadcasting created
one of the most extraordinary booms In the
history of the American people. From all
over the United States, orders for equipment
came pouring Into manufacturers of such
apparatus. The uneaqplalnable part of It Is
that no one at that time, except the
manufacturers, had a w reasonable prospect
of monetary gain...30

30Archer, 0£. cit.. p. 2^1.
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NQSTASA'S FIRST U C M S E D RADIO STATIOR

Porby-nlne radio broadcasting stations vere in operation in
the United States before Montana's first licensed station took to
the edr Nay 19, 1922.
air only l8 months.

However, KDTS in Oreat Falls remained on the
0. S. Warden, the station owner and publisher

of the Great Falls Tribnne, concluded that central Montana was not
yet ready for local radio.

It would be 25 years before the Warden

family would again venture into the radio broadcasting business.

The radiotelephone experiments of a Great Falls automobile
electric system specialist paved the way for the construction of
radio station KDTS.

C* V. Wilks successfully demonstrated the

radiotelephone transmission of phonograph records from a "talking
machine” in his home at 1027 Seventh Avenue to the Palm Room of
the Hotel Rainbow during a copper metal products exposition in Great
Fhlls in Iby, 1922.
music

Visitors to the exposition discovered "the

as clear and even louder than played on a talking machine

at the sending p o i n t . W i l k s and ”H. E. Cowden of San Francisco,

^^■Great Falls Tribune. (May k, 1922).
^Ibid., (May 7, 1922).
—

16—
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coanerclal first class, first grade radio o p e r a t o r , w e r e responsible
for construction of the Tribune radio broeidcasting transmitter.
The Wilks' public demonstratioas of radiotelephone transmission
during the copper metal products exposition came at a time vhen vork
uas being coupleted on the installation of the OffS equipment.

<hi

May l4, the Tribune announced that
vith the mechanical equipment and the
recording room in order, the Tribune
announces the installation of a 100 vatt
radiotelephone broadcasting station, one
of the most modern and completely
equipped staticms in the Borthvest and
the only one of its kind in Montana. 3^
A picture in the May l4 edition of the nevspaper shoved the
broadcasting station "flattop" antenna on the roof of the Tribune
building in dovntovn Great falls.

Additional nevs stories in the

same edition outlined some of the programs that vould be offered,
including "musical programs, vesther forecasts, market reports,
stockyard clearings and nevs,"35 go specific date vas cited for the
start of regular programs, but "the Tribune station vill start
broadcasting just as soon as it receives its license and call numbers.
The set is completed and ready to

' s hoot'."36

On Nay 17, 1922, the Tribune published an advertisement offering
free tickets for a public "radio concert" of the station's first

^ % i d . , (May l4, 1922).
3^Great falls Tribune. (May l4, 1922).
35ibid.
^Ibid.
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regular broadcast and encouraged radio fans to acquire their own
receiving sets.

The advertisement stated "Nr. Wilks has opened a

radio shop here in the store and is prepared to sell conqplete
receiving sets, special equiinent for making your own and service
that is invaluable to those interested."3T
Friday, May 19, was scheduled for the opening broadcast of
radio station KDTS.

Curators of the broadcasting station were

optimistic on the basis of "listener" reports received after earlier
test broadcasts.

The nevspaper reported that "in tests made last

week, radio fans as far south as Los Angeles tuned in to a Victrola
concert broadcasted by the Tribune.

It's ejqpected that Friday's

program will be heard in all of the western states..."38
At 7:30 p.m.. May 19, 1922, KDTS officially began radio broad
casting from studios in the offices of the Tribune with a program
of dedicatory remarks and music performed by local talent.

Publisher-

owner Warden said that
this date, we believe, may be written
into the pages of histcxry in bold face,
72-point type. There is the inspiration
or progress at this moment when we reach
out to the nationwide radius of radio and
begin to tell the world what heretofore
could only be given out to our friends
and patrons in Montana... .the installation
of radio is little more than playing the
game of progress.39

37otreat Falls Tribune. (May 17, 1922).

^ ^ i d . . (May I8, 1922).
^^Ibid.. (May 20, 1922).
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Nrs. Warden took a fev moments (m the opening broadcast to say
"hello" to friends In 8an Francisco, and Great Falls Mayor B. M.
Armour vas present to extend greetings on behalf of the clty.^®
The entire dedicatory broadcast vould have been judged a complété
success had It not been for a series of unfortunate technical failures
that plagued the soprano performance of Mrs. Albert Beckman of Great
Fhlls.

The "radio concert" audience at the Paris Drygoods store

vas listening to the broadcast vith a defective receiving set
vhlch spoiled the effectiveness of her
beautiful singing. So great vas the range
In the song...vhlch she sang in Italian...
that the vibration of the metal In the
magnayox through vhlch the concert vas
being broadcast to more than $00 persons
In the store deflected the quality of the
tone of her singing. The microphone (sic)
at the Paris became heated, handicapping
the reproduction. In this song also Mrs.
Beckman vas the victim of misfortune In that
the voltage of the city electric current
suddenly dropped, vhlch caused the quality
of her singing to be destroyed.
Radio reception reports vere received early from distant points
such as Susanvllle, Calif. ; Asht<m, Idaho; Ogden, Utah and Lovelock,
Rev.

The Tribune boasted
In Its Initial program, the Tribune's
radio station blazed the trail of vireless
telephony In the Intermountain states....
Reports came from lonely cabins In the
heart of the mountains, vhere the program
vas heard plainly...

^Great Falls Tribune. (May 20, 1922).
^^Ibld.
^^Id.
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Radlo station KDTS began programming vith a regular schedule
on Sunday, May 20— the day following the opening broadcast— Including
a church service conducted by the Rev. J. A, Pine of the First
Christian Church and a special bedtime story program for the youngsters
at

Sunday e v e n i n g . B o t h program features vere retained on the

Sunday schedule of KDfS until shortly before the station left the
air 18 months later.

However, the majority of programs on KDTS vere

so-called "live" programs, originating from the radio station studios.
Much of the time the station had to rely upon loccd. talent. Occasionally,
visiting artists vould participate In special broadcasts.

Phillip

Rider and Mabel Kronln of the California Opera Company vere featured
on a Bpeclaü. program of this type, and Franklin Hunt of Kansas City,
In town to conduct a summer music workshop, created mild panic at the
Great Falls Telephone exchange vhen, after his program
the city telephone service to radio station
KDT8 had to be cut off during part of the
encores. The constant ringing of the telephone
bell for encores tenrporarlly stopped the
concert.^
Programs continued to be broadcast three and four days each
week on the Tribune station throughout 1922 and up to October, 1923.
The nevspaper reported
KDTS will be silent for the next ten days or
tvo weeks. Breakage of the parts of broadcast
equipment, vhlch It will be liqposslble to

^^Great Falls Tribune. (May 20, 1922).
^Ibld.. (June 30, 1922).

/
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replace this side of New York City, has
crippled the set beyond even temporary
use until these parts are replaced. All
program schedules will be rearranged to
conform with the wishes of the artists as
soon as a definite date for the resusQ>tion
of broadcasting is fixed.^5
The regular advertisement for the broadcasting station, which
had been appearing three to four times each week during the previous

17 months, disappeared from the paper for several days but was printed
Oct. 8 throu^ most editions until Nov. 12, 1923, with a regular
program schedule.

No explanation was offered in the columns of the

Tribune regarding the apparent contradiction between the Oct. 1 news
story and the consistent advertisements for the broadcasting station
after that date.
On Sunday, Nov. 25, 1923, the Tribune announced the broadcasting
station would close for six months and that "service at that time
will depend upon the state of affairs in the radio world and upon
the demand that may be made by radio fans within the Tribune's
territory that the station be reopened.

However, the remaining

sentences of the Nov. 25 news story clearly indicate there was little
optimism at the Tribune that the station would ever return to the
air;
The station was sealed Saturday after the
station's management came to the conclusion
that to successfully compete with the many

^^Great Falls Tribune. (Oct. 1, I923).
^ i d . . (Nov. 25, 1923).
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excellent broadcasts of stations along the
Pacific Coast and In the middle west It would
be necessary to expend several thousands of
dollars to bring the KDTS setup to standards
that the Tribune would like to have It. Further
It must be admitted that It Is Inqposslble for
KDIS to obtain for all of Its programs as many
talented artists as are available In larger
cities... '
The problem faced by KDT8 was commonplace among the
early-day radio broadcasting stations.

New developments In

transmitters and microphones advanced the quality of the modulated
sound and made It more pleasing to the ear of the listener.

Stations

In the larger cities could more easily afford to purchase Improved
equipment, while the small station In sparsely populated areas was
frequently hard pressed to stay on the air.

Recruiting enough

quality talent for the radio broadcasting programs was a definite
problem In the smaller communities.

Recordings could not be adequately

reproduced for radio transmission In the 1922-1923 period.
burden was on the local station for "live" music.

The

The Tribune

observed
this has wcarked a disadvantage to KDTS, for
persons In Montana having sets capable of
receiving the larger cities naturally will
prefer to tune^ln to the station with the
best program.^
The Tribune management assured the public that "the local
broadcasting station will be reopened when It Is believed

^^Great Falls Tribune. (Nov. 25, 1923).
^Ibld.
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that hy doing so a real service will he performed for the people
of the N o r t h w e s t . R a d i o station KDTS did not retnm to the air.
The license suhsequently was surrendered, and the call letters of
Montana's first licensed broadcasting station remained open in I963.
As KDTS left the air, however, another station in a nearby
community already was broadcasting on an infrequent basis.

In

contrast to X3TS, radio station O B B in Havre, Mont., would become
one of the state's outstanding broadcasting stations.

^^Qreat galls Tribune. (Nov. 25, 1923). The Great Falls
foibune returned to radio broadcasting May 30, 19^, with station
XNQH in Great Fhlls.
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BOTTREÏ BROADCAST, INC.

F. A. Buttrey was a Canadian immigrant lAo Journeyed to Havre,
Mont., as a young man and established a general merchandise store.
Havre was a railroad center, and young Buttrey* s business prospered,
affording him the chance to experiment with additional commercial
ventures.

The Buttrey store had radio receiving sets for sale, but

demand was slight.

The result was the construction of radio station

KFBB on the top floor of the Buttrey Building.

Federal Communications

Commission records reveal Buttrey received a license to broadcast
in July, 1922, but the station did not begin broadcasting until
October of that

y e a r . 50

The KFBB studios consisted of one room that housed the home
made "composite” transmitter, desk, microphone, and associated
equipment.

Atop the Buttrey Building was the customary "flattop"

antenna suspended between two poles attached to the roof.

The

transmitter power was rated at 50 watts.51
Regular broadcasting hours were not consistently observed during
the early years of KFBB's operation, although the station is credited
with being "constantly in service for more than 2,600 consecutive
day§ a record equalled by few stations in the country" in a I929

59better from the National Association of Broadcasters, Washington,
D. C., Sept. 2, 1962.
51conversation with Anthony Lopuch, chief engineer, KFBB, Great
Falls, Mont., Nov. 30, I962.
-24-
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-25nevspaper r e p o r t . M o s t of the early-day KFBB radio broadcasts
vere limited to weather forecasts, stock and grain market reports,
and an occasional musical selection.^3
The one-room studio In Havre was abandoned In 1929 when KFBB
was moved from Havre to Great Falls.
was easy for Buttrey to make.

The decision to move undoubtedly

He had been Informed by the federal

government that he could not Increase transmitting power while
located In Havre; he had expressed concern regarding the lack of
talent for the Increasing number of musical programs on the station;
and he was aware that Great Falls businessmen were anxious for
Great Falls to have a radio station.
The matter of Increased power for station KFBB was of particular
Importance.

In January, 1929, radio station KGIR began broadcasting

In Butte, Mont., and the Federal Radio Commission had ordered KFBB to
"share” time with the Butte station.

With an Increase in power,

KFBB would be assigned to a different frequency.

Buttrey applied

for 1,000 watts and received a permit for the Increase before
announcing the move tram Havre to Great Falls.
Havre area residents were truly saddened to hear the news of the
Intended move.

A newspaper report from Havre referred to the station

as "one of the most distinctive features" of the terrltcay, and

^%olf Point Herald. (April l6, 1929).
^^Conversation with W. C. Blanchette, KFBB manager, Great Falls,
Mont., Nov. 30, 1962.
^^*Havre Dally News. (April 2k, 1929).
^% l f Point Herald. (April 26, 1929).
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-26has been of particular Importance in the farming
communities of this section of northern Montana
in broadcasting of marketing and weather reports,
local announcements and news Items and messages to
people on remote farms....the Buttrey station’s
noonday program has been listened to probably
by more people In this section than any other
program coming Into this territory.
During the summer of 1929, Buttrey closed the one-room Havre
radio station, loaded all the existing equipment Into a delapldated
truck and drove to Great Falls.

Arrangements had been completed to

put the studios of the station In the Park Hotel.

As the truck

pulled up to the lobby entrance, one spectator In the small crowd
that had gathered to watch the moving operation shouted, "It will
never workI
On July 11, 1929, Buttrey announced "contracts for the erection
of aerial towers and construction of the transmitter house for KFBB
would be let today" and speculated that the broadcasting station "will
be ready for operation by August 15, but It may be possible completion
may be delayed until September 1."^®

Actually, KEBB did not begin

broadcasting from Great Falls until the latter part of September.
The broadcasting station transmitting plant was located five
miles south of Great Falls, bordered by two 100-foot aerials with
the antenna wire suspended between them.

The transmitting plant was

5^olf Point Herald. (April 26, I929).
^Tflreat Falls Tribune, (Nov. 11, 1959)*
^®Ibld.. (July 11, 1929).
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-27connected to the dovntown radio station studios hy two telephone
lines, one for the actual program material and the other for direct
communication between studio and transmitter.^^
Federal Radio Commission authorization bad been received to
increase the power of the broadcast station to 1,000 watts.

However,

KFHB began broadcasting from Great Falls with $00 watts, later
Increasing power to 1,000 watts at night.

The station Is credited

with being the first broadcasting facility west of the Mississippi
River to Install equipment that would Insure 100 per cent modulation,
enabling broadcasts of the station to be heard
In every county in Ifontama and under most
favorably conditions as far north as Edmonton
and as far .south as Panama and every state In
the Union.
The Park Hotel studios of the broadcasting station consisted
of one large rocmt and a small room, the larger adequate for
orchestras and choral groups and the smaller designed for soloists
and talks,Clearly, radio station KFBB was In the broadcasting
business to stay, and station manager Stephen I. Gaylord had
ambitious program plans, as he promised "at least 220,000 listeners
In Montana will be able to find a program every day from noon to 7
and In the evenings from 8 to 12, three times a week."^^ With the

^^Conversation with Lcqpuch, 0£. clt.
^^Great Falls Tribune. (Sept. 1$, 1929).

Gllbld.
^^Great Falls Tribune, (Sept. 1$, 1929).
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-28Increased transmitting power from the Great Falls location, KFBB
began to make new friends among the radio listeners and among the
advertisers in the Great Falls area.
In 1932, radio station KFBB moved from the Park Hotel to
$100,000 studios in the First National Bank Building.

Virtually

all of the studio broadcast equipment was the latest available,
complete with a heavy but reliable set of remote equipment for
special broadcasts.

The studios and offices of the station

occupied approximately half of the total area of the sixth floor
of the baidc building.

Included in the new ccisplex were a "control

room" and a reasonably large acoustically-treated studio, isolated
throu^ the use of double-glass windows.
Virtually all of the equipment was battery-powered in the

1932 studio, including the broadcast equipment for special
"remotes."

However, KFBB originated numerous "remotes" from

basketball and football games, church services, and the downtown
Liberty theater, where the staff organist entertained with a pipe
organ concert every weekday in an effort to keep the organ in
adjustment.^
Despite the move from Havre to Great Falls and the rapid
growth of radio station KFBB in the years immediately following

1929, the Buttrey facility wisely retained the elements of

^Conversation with Lopuch, og. cit. The studios of KCBL in
Billings were among the finest in the state, rivaled only in this
period of the early 1930s by the KFBB studios in Great Falls.
^Ibid.
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-29prograanBlng that had so strongly appealed to rural folk In the
Havre vicinity.

Particularly appreciated hy farm and ranch

residents vas the O B B custom of sending direct messages over the
air to specific

families.

^5 Telephone facilities in the rural

areas vere not common in the early 1930s;

KFBB became something

of a central Montana "party-line,” transmitting personal messages
from one farm family to another.

A long-time employee of the

radio station recalled an instance involving a farm family that
had traveled to Great Falls for the annual fair only to discover
the tickets vere at home.

A telephone call to KFBB vas followed

by an on-the-air message to a neighboring family, and the tickets
vere in the hands of the unlucky group that evening.^
In 1936, radio station KFBB increased power to $,000 vatts
and joined the Columbia Broadcasting System.

The new, higher-

powered transmitter and 420-foot steel antenna vere innovaticms in
broadcasting.

The transmitter, manufactured by Western Electric,

employed an "inverse feedback" feature to improve the quality and
the efficiency of the broadcast signal.

The tower, designed by

John F. Morrison of the Bell Telephone Coaq>any laboratories, was

^^KGCX, Wolf Point, Mont., also frequently engaged in this
type of service. Other Montana broadcasting stations occasionally
provided announcements of the "direct" message type, but not with
the frequency of KFBB and KGCX.
66
Conversation with Lopuch, 0£. cit.
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-30dlrectly grounded and featured a "shunt excited feed" for the
antenna.
CBS network programs added to the daily program schedule of
the station, and central Montana radio listeners became accustomed
to regular programs from the major entertainment centers of the
United States.^® Radio listeners in other cities throughout the
country got to know about Great Falls, Mont., as well.

KFBB

originated several broadcasts for CBS, including "Transatlantic
Call," an exchange broadcast between CBS and the British Broadcasting
Con5>any, and several broadcasts for the CBS "Church of the Air"
series.
Throughout the late I93OS and the 19UOS radio station KFBB
pursued a policy of conservative, home-town programming.

The

station's first competition in Great Falls cams in 19^7 with the
construction of KXLK, a National Broadcasting Ccm^any affiliate,
owned and operated by the Z-Bar network.

Additional competition

came to the Great Falls market in 19^8, with the construction
of the Tribune station, KMON.

^TLopuch interview, 0£. cit.
An interesting incident involving KFBB, KG70, Missoula, and
CBS regarding network affiliation in 1936 is related in the section
on KGVO. Both Montana stations affiliated with CBS at the same time
but at different cost rates. When the apparent deception was
discovered, CBS was obliged to offer a ccmçromise to KFBB.
^%ippuch interview, og. cit.
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-31In 1946, Great Falls contractor Fred Birch purchased the KFBB
station from the Buttrey Congpany but retained the corporate name
of Buttrey Broadcast, Incorporated.Five years later, Birch
attempted to transfer his control In the corporation to the Fairmont
Investment Corporation, thereby setting In motion a chain of events
that revealed the Anaconda Copper Mining cBepsejr mas attempting to
secure a communications medium In the only majw Montana city In
^ I c h the ACM did not control the dally newspaper.^
On Jan. 29, 19$1, Birch requested that the Federal Communications
Commission approve the application to transfer control of KFBB from
himself to Fairmont "to reduce financial responsibility and place
control In the hands of desirable, responsible

parties.

"72

Consideration In the proposed transfer Involved 1,428 shares of
Buttrey Broadcast stock— representing $1 per cent of all shares—
valued at $15T#080.73 When the nevs of the proposed transfer
became public In Great Falls, letters of protest arrived at the FCC.
The Cascade County Trades and Labor Assembly secretary, John Bvanko,
vrote that his organization vas
strongly opposed to the sale of
the controlling stock of radio
station KFBB to the Fairmont
Corporation. Nr. Slaver vho Is
chairman of the Fairmont Corporation,
Is chief counsel for ACM. The ACM
already owns or controls all except

^^Conversation with W. C, Blanchette, 0£. clt.
T^ACM owned stock In newspapers In Billings, Missoula, Helena,
and Livingston.
7%ederal Communications Commission, record group 173 (docket
10026) State Historical Library, Helena, Mont.

73ibid.
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-32one of the dally nevspapers in the state.
A druggist in the small community of Joliet, near Great Falls,
protested to the FCC, charging
such a move is entirely uncalled for in our state
and completely unnecessary to the welfare of the
radio broadcasting business in Montana. This
ACM cougmuqr already holds our state in a viselike
grip... it constitutes a veritable monster over
men and the affairs of men.T5
Meanwhile, the FCC determined there was some question regarding
the so-called "character qualifications" of the Fairmont Corporation.
An FCC order of Aug. 1, 195I, stated the agency wanted to look into
an ACM company conviction for violation of Section I of the
Sherman Act, occurring Feb. 6, 19^1, for conspiracy to unlawfully
restrain interstate trade and commerce in western pine lumber.

A

public hearing on the proposed transfer of control and the l^ln case
was set by the Commission for Sept. S^, 1951.*^^
Telegrams were received at the Commission offices from numerous
labw and faxm groups, requesting permission to testify at the
scheduled hearing.

Protests continued to be received.

One letter

from the Judith Basin County Farmers Gnion was addressed personally
to President Harry S. Truman and asserted that "we do not believe
that the acquisition of any radio stations in the state by ACM to
be in keeping with the best interests of the state of Montana."*^

T^»pcc record group 173# 2E* SÜ*

75ibid.
7*Ibid.
^TPCC record group 173# op.cit.
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-33A Helena nevqmper publisher, Harry Billings, coaqplalned to Senator
James S. Murray of Montana that there vas an attempt not to Inform
the people of the state of the scheduled hearing through the ACM
company control of a majority of the dally nevspapers In Montana. 78
As the number of protests svelled, the Fairmont Corporation
and Birch requested an Indefinite postponement of the public
hearing.

In May, 1952, both parties appealed to the Commission to

"reconsider" the matter of the public hearing, but the FCC turned
dovn the request and advised the Fairmont Corporation executives
that more of ACM conqpany's past bouts vlth the Justice Department
vould be on the agenda of the hearing. 79
Clearly, the case vas hopeless for Fairmont.

Public opinion

In Montana had been aroused against the conqpany, and the Commission
had made It certain the "character qualifications" of the ACM
company and Fairmont vould be under meticulous scrutiny.

On July

10, 1952, attorneys for Birch and the F&lrmont Corporation quietly
filed a petition vlth the Commission to dismiss the application
for transfer of control of radio statlcm KFBB.

Commission

Secretary T. J. Slowle responded vlth an order to that effect
fio
July 15, 1952.
The attenqpt of Anaconda to get Into radio
broadcasting had been stopped.

TGjbld.
79lbld.

GOibld.
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-3^Unsuceessful in his attempt to sell his controlling interest
in KSBB to the I^imont Corporation, Birch relinquished control to
the man vho had been manager of the station since 1)40, Joseph P.
Wilkins.

Under his guidance XPB8 moved ahead vith the construction

of Great Falls’ first television station and the first major re
construction of the radio studios since 1932.

On Sept. 13, 1953,

ground uas broken for a radio and television building at the site
of the radio broadcasting transmitter vest of Great Falls

On

March 21, 195^, KFBB Television began telecasting on channel 5 vith
an opening program of live and film shows and a special motion
picture, "Meet Jabn Doe," starring Gary C o o p e r . T h e radio
broadcasting studios in the new radio and television center had
been in use since several days before the official dedication of the
television station.
In i960, Joseph P. Wilkins stepped out of broadcasting and
sold his interests to an out-of-state firm incorporated as KFBB
Broadcast.

The stations vere sold again in June, I962, to the

Harriscope Broadcasting Corporation.

®^onversatiCHi vith Blanchette, og. cit.
®^ e a t Fklls Tribune. (March I8, 195^). Cooper, b o m and
raised in central Montana, vas a favorite of motion picture fans,
and it is notable that the station included one of his many pictures
on the first telecast.
^^Broadcasting. 1963 Yearbook issue, p. A-55. Harriscope
also has financial interest in KTWO AM-TV, Casper, Vyo, ; and KLFM,
Long Beach, and KXAR Pomona, both in Ceilifornia.
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KFBB Television now operates on channel 5 with 25,100 watts
video power and 12,600 watts aural power.

fill

The station receives

line network programming through the privately owned facilities of
Skyline TV from a pickup point neiar Salt Lake City.

KFBB Television

is affiliated with the CBS Television network.
KFBB Radio operates at 1310 kilocycles with a full-time power
of 5,000 watts, employing a directional antenna pattern at night.
The radio station was affiliated with CBS in 1936, but severed the
relationship in I962 because of "additional program demands of the
network that hurt the local station."^5 KFBB Radio operates as a
so-called "independent station," without network affiliation of
any kind.
Montana's oldest radio station built an image in central Montana
that was carefully nurtured in the programming format of the station
for many years.

The picture of the close, personal radio station,

informal yet authoritative, sensitive to what the rural people wanted
to hear and anxious to please everybody with a heme spun style of
broadcasting, remained intact until the early 1950s.

Ownership

changes, competition in the form of additional radio stations and
television, and a search for better devices to sell advertising
chipped away at the old format.

Television has received a construction permit to increase
power to 100,000 watts video, 50,000 watts aural. (Jan., I963).
^^Conversation with Blanchette, 0£. cit.
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BROASCAariNG FROM THE UNIVERSITY
It was on May 17, 1923 that a young physics instructor from
Wisconsin stepped from the train in Missoula.

Walking to the

University of Montana campus to discuss the possibility of becoming
chairman of the physics department, G. D. Shallenberger, Ph.D.,
passed the display window of the Mosby Electric Company and noticed
a fifty-watt broadcast transmitter.

The sight interested Dr.

Shallenberger, for he had spent much of his time during the preceding
year assisting physics students at Beloit College with the construction
of a radiotelephone transmitter.
By dinnertime that evening. Dr. Shallenberger had agreed to
accept the position of physics department chairman at the University.
In addition, agreement had been reached between Dr. Shallenberger and
University President Charles H. Clapp that a broadcasting station
should be constructed on the Missoula caucus as soon as

possible.

However, l8 months passed before work began on the University
station.

Oct. 7, 1924, Dr. Shallenberger revealed work was under

way and predicted programs would be broadcast for the first time
in the fall or early winter.®*^

86
^Conversation with Dr. G. D. Shallenberger, Missoula, Montana,
May 26, i960.
^^Montema Kalaln. (Oct. 7, 1924).
.36-
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-37The second floor of Simpkins Hall vas assigned to Dr.
Shallenberger and four student assistants for the studios and
transmitting room of the new station.

The station antenna was

planned for suspension over the building.8® The five would-be
broadcasters worked through October and November constructing the
transmitter from assembled parts and frequently manufacturing parts
that could not readily be obtained.

Of particular help in this

respect was a graduate student at the University and former under
graduate student of Dr. Shallenberger's at Beloit College, Earl
Lenlgen.®^
In November, Dr. Shallenberger reported "plans for the new
radio station are coming alcmg nicely" and promised that the
station would broadcast with 500 watts of

p o w e r . ^0

Early the

following month, program tests were promised during the Christmas
holidays "between 3 and 7 p.m. at 2k3 meters," but It appears the
tests were never made.91 The caucus newspaper reported after the
Christmas holidays that the station antenna was yet to be erected,
although the station was expected to be on the air within three
weeks.92
During the cold days of January, volunteers frcm the local

8ft
°°SlBçikln8 Hall was t o m down during the summer of I962.
^^Conversation with Jack Ryan, Missoula, Mont., Jan. 21, I963.
Ryan was one of the four students Involved In the early work of
the broadcasting station.
9^^nt an a Kalmln, (Nov. 18, 1924).
9^Ibld.
92ibld.. (Jan. 9, 1925).
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-38offlce of the Montana Power Congiany erected two 110-foot utility
poles directly to the north and south of Siuqpkins Ball and installed
a pulley at the top of each pole, used to draw the assembled antenna
into place.93
As completion of the station drew near there was speculation
the radio station could broadcast the results of a scheduled
basketball game and that the $00 watts of the University broadcast
station transmitter mig^t reach listeners as far as 1,$00 miles
away. 9^ The speculation died quickly, however, for there were
additional delays.
Late in January, 192$, the delays was blamed on the lack of
two "filament lighting transformers" which reportedly were all that
remained to be installed.
begin broadcasting.

Otherwise, the station was ready to

A reception room, control room, studio, and

workshop had been finished, the equipment had been installed, a
new $100 microphone had arrived, and spirits of the hard-working
station staff were high. 95 Test programs were under way early in
February, and listener reports confirmed that the signal was "loud
and clear."

Only federal government authorization for a frequency

and assignment of call letters were needed before regular broadcasting
could begin.

93conversation with Byan, og. cit.
9^*Montana Kaimin. (Jan. 2$, 192$).
95lbid.. (Jan. 23, 192$).
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-39On Feb. 13, 1925, Dr. Shallenberger announced the University
broadcasting station vould be on the air to relay results of the
Montana-Utah State basketball game and the hig^ights of the
traditional University Charter Day activities Feb. 17, concluding
the broadcasting day with the formal opening ceremonies of the
station.96 The last several days before the official dedication
and opening broadcast vere hectic as the broeidcasting station staff
of student volunteers cooQ>leted minor adjustments to the equipment
and confirmed vho vould appear on the various programs to be
offered.

A large Baldwin grand piano had arrived from Chicago,

and moving it to the second floor of Sisq>kins Hall was not an easy
task.

The piano was loaned to the University station in exchange

for occasional mentions of the name of the firm.

Jack Ryan, one

of the four students involved in the early work at the broadcasting
station, recalled the Baldwin congpany loaned pianos "at the drop of
a decibel” in return for mentions such as, "How, here is Miss
Susan Jones at the Baldwin."97
The microphone was the only complete piece of manufactured
apparatus in the broadcasting station.
'

It had cost $100 and

I

consisted of a metal case nine inches in diameter, covered by a
polished metal screen that protected the gold diaphram and the

^^Montana Kaimin. (Feb. 13, 1925).
^^Conversation with Ryan, 0£. cit.
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-40pollshed carbon grannies that converted sound naves into electrical
energy.98
Several days before the official opening of the broadcasting
station, representatives of the Pathe Hens Service arrived to
photograph University football star "Wild Bill" Kelly and the
studios of the nen station, nith the promise that both vould "be
shonn in theaters throu^out the state."99
During the neek of Feb. 12, 192$, the University broadcasting
station nent on the air nith results of the Montana-Utah State
basketball game, although there is some doubt that the station nas
officially licensed to operate.10° Listening reports following
this first broadcast nere encouraging.

A fan in Bozeman reported

"results of the basketball game nere very clear,"

Another listener

in Nelson, British Columbia, said the "basketball announcements
nere very clear and I thought I could hear people through the
telephone."

Additional reports nere received from Seattle, Salem,

Ore., and Absarokee, Mont.l°l
At precisely 8 p.m. on Feb. 17# 1925# the University broad
casting station— XUON, operating at 1230 kilocycles nith 250 natts
of power— officially began regular programming with formal opening

98|iontana Kaimin. (Jan. l6# 1925).
^Ibid.. (Feb. 3# 1925).
^OOfhe cazqms newspaper reported Feb. 13 that assignment of call
letters and frequency had been received by telegram Feb. 12. However,
Dr. S. E. Frost, in his book "Education's Own Stations," states "On
Feb. 17, 1925# the broadcast station...was officially opened, though
federal licensing authorization was not issued until Feb. 26," p. 227.
^O^lontana Kaimin. (Feb. 17# 1925).
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-4lceremonles ftroni the lecture auditorium in Main Hall.^^^ President
Clapp stepped up to the station’s only microphone to confess to the
radio listeners that "ve are showing off tonight, so to speak, in
that we are broadcasting the talent of the University to those who
cannot he here with us....Education to ii^rove man’s work and improve
his recreation in art, music and science is our p u r p o s e . T h e
University Symphony was featured on the opening program as well as
several baritone selections by Dean DeLoss Smith of the music
school.

Reaction to the official opening program and other broad

casts in the weeks that followed originated more from points outside
Montana.

Frequent and enthusiastic reports were received from

radio fans in Alaska, Florida, Maine, and southern California.
Reception of station KUGM was particularly clear along Beacon Street
in Boston.

icA

A ship's captain, E. H. Kramm, wrote that the KUGM

broadcasts were heard on shipboard 300 miles off the Florida coast
clearly enough to carry across the deck.^®^

The shipboard report,

coupled with an earlier letter from a radio enthusiast in Haines,
Alaska, stood as the distance records for KUGM.

Unfortunately,

reports from Helena, Butte, and Billings indicated reception of

^®%iain Hall was located approximately I50 yards from the studios
in Simpkins Hall.
^^%ontana Kaimin. (Feb. 20, I925).
1nil
Conversation with Shallenberger,
^^^Montana Kaimin, (May I9, 1925).
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-42the station within the state was only fair.
Regular programs on the University station were scheduled for
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday evenings.

Monday customarily was

reserved for performances hy University talent, while local church
groups and townspeople contributed to the Wednesday and Friday
programs.

Generally, all scheduled programs were so-called "live”

broadcasts, originating from the station studio or the nearby Ibln
Hall auditorium.

Occasionally, phonograph records were used to

"fill time" when scheduled talent was delayed reaching the studio.
Broadcasts did not fit any particular format and often were changed
at the last minute.

The relatively heavy schedule of "live"

broadcasts increased the possibility of crises arising while the
programs were on the air.

There were numerous cases of so-called

"mike fright"— situations lAen the perfom»r suddenly would become
/

paralyzed with fear— and one of the regular student staff members
would find it necessary to step in and "fill" with any comments
that came to mind.

Jack Ryan recalled his experience with "mike

fright" in the person of a young lady who was to play the piano:
She...launched into a selection I was familiar
with and then began improvising in places that
I did not recognize. I got around to the back
of the piano to look at her...to see if anything
was wrong. Something definitely was wrong, for
tears were streaming down her face. She had
completely forgotten the piece, but she was enough
of a show womem to realize that she had to continue
making some noise with that piano. She liaprovised

^^Conversation with Ryan, SEL* clt.
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-43for sente ten minutes, then remembered hov the piece
wound up.107
The most ambitious sports broadcast of the University station
occurred during the first year of operation.

The University

basketball team was playing In Bozeman, some 220 miles away. In
the classic rivalry between the State College and the University.
Dr. Shallenberger and his student assistants arranged for a long
distance telephone hookiq> from the floor of the gymnasium In
Bozeman to the station studio In Missoula.

Because the funds of

KUGM were very limited, the students financed the cost of the
telephone line by setting up loudspeakers In the Main Ball
auditorium and charging each student 50 cents to get In to hear
the re-creation of the contest.

The device raised about $50,

enough to cover the cost of the telephone hookup.

Ryan was

Involved In the broadcast:
I was on this end /Mlssoul^ . I don't
remember exactly who was at the other end In
Bozeman but It was probably "Red" Brennan. I
had a telephone receiver...at the microphone...
and would relay what he told me Into the
microphone. At first, I tried to re-create
what I was hearing. Early In the game I was
about twelve plays behind...but later I cau^^t
up with an automatic repeat...repeating exactly
what I heard.
During home games the station would locate an old Western
Electric amplifier on the running track above the playing floor.

lOTConversatlon with I^an,

clt.

IG&Ibld.
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JAsending the voice reports of the action back to the studio by
vire and then transmitting them into the air.

An airplane-type

microphone vas used in broadcasts of this kind because of its
very high directional characteristics, vhich successfully cut
dovn the crovd noise in the gymnasium.

The remote equipment used

at the home basketball games vas used at least once for a "live"
broadcast of Phil Sheridan's orchestra during the campus junior
prom.^®^
Radio station KXJ(M'b studios in Simpkins Hall vere not
pretentious but did reflect the interest of the student volunteers
in the control of sound.

The main studio vas approximately 25 by

30 feet and vas acoustically conditioned vlth scrap carpet tacked
to the vails, then covered vlth muslin.^®

Dr. Shallenberger

complained the studio vas almost "too dead" for every kind of
broadcast.

The so-called "operating room" vas neatly arranged

and vas dominated by a large marble panel in vhich vere mounted
the various control svitches.

The svitchlng panel "stood out

like a house afire on a dark night."HI

^^Conversation vlth Ryan, og. clt.
H-Od t . Shallenberger recalled thé scrap carpet vas a gift of
the Hotel Florence and the muslin a gift of the Missoula
Mercantile Company.
^^Conversation vith Shallenberger, 0£. cit. Jack Ryan states
the panel of marble vas a gift from the University physical plant
as the result of remodeling on a campus lavatory.
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Jf5Jfaslcal programs vere the bread and butter broadcasts for the
University radio station.

Virtually all music programs originated

in the Main Eall auditorium because the station's cme studio often
vas too small for large groups, particularly those groups from the
University music school.

Dr. Shallenberger recalled that the music

school faculty vas very helpful to the radio s t a t i o n . S t u d e n t
staff member Ryan recalled the music school vas indeed helpful but
frequently troublesome:
Ve had lAat amounted to a head-on argument
vith the music department. It...came to a head
vhen ve put dance music by Phil Sheridan's
orchestra on the air. It vas the feeling that
this vas not appropriate for a University radio
station.113
Despite complaints from the music school, it vould appear the
Phil Sheridan orchestra vas a popular, if not culturally uplifting
feature of the station programming.

The ceuqpus nevspaper reported

"tvo telegrams from Chicago, one from Seattle, another from
Kali spell and more than a hundred telephone calls from points in
and around Missoula vere received by KUOM last nigjht as evidence
of the reception vith vhich the program of Sheridan's orchestra
vas being received."!!^ vhile Sheridem's orchestra mig^ have
been the focal point of the disagreement betveen the radio station

ll^onversation vith Shallenberger, op. clt.
113coaversation vith I^yan, op. cit.
^ Siontema Kaimin. (Neir. 20; 1925).
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-46staff and the music school faculty, other musical programs likely
served to keep the controversy alive.

On the evening of April l6,

1925, Miss Solvay Andresen highlighted the KUOM program vlth her
rendition of "The Flapper's Wife...a song adapted from the Nevspaper
Enterprise Association serial running In the columns of the
Missoula Sentinel." ^ 5
Very early In the life of the radio station, Dr. Shallenberger
envisioned numerous services he believed the station could provide
ve stern Montema.

Several days foUovlng the formal opening of KUGM

he vrote, "one of the features of the broadcast station Is the
service It Is expected to give the forestry Interests, particularly
In the vay of assisting In the prevention of f i r e s . H e outlined
a proposal to vork vlth the state government In the formulation of
an Informational program to acquaint prospective tourists vlth the
Interesting things to do and see In Montana; he speculated about a
proposed series of experiments directing "smokechasers" to areas
of suspected trouble In the forests; he commented upon the benefits
of radio broadcasts from the University station to "break the
monotcmy of the lone fire lookout.

^^^Nbntana Kalmln. (Apr. 17, 1925).

IIT-Ibid.
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-47Whether

aspects of Dr. Shallenberger*s plan ever vere

iB^lenented Is questionable.

Student staff member Ryem recalled

that he vas not particularly concerned vlth the summer broadcasts
and has reasoned that the project vas not entirely successful.^®
Some broadcasts undoubtedly vere conducted for the benefit of the
Forest Service, hovever. A report of June l6, 1925, quotes Dr.
;
Shallenberger as saying the station vould resume programming on
June 20, dispatching forest reports, veather forecasts and current
nevs Items.^^
The facilities of KDQM occasionally vere used for public
assistance announcements, much In the same manner that "public
service" announcements are handled In broadcasting today.

The

announcements In the early days of KUOM ranged from crass promotion
of scheduled events to appeals for help for fire fighters and
assistance In locating Individuals vho vere lost or missing.

In

May, 1928, the parents of tvo Chicago youths— missing on a hike In
Glacier Park— requested that KUOM alert persons In the park for any
trace of the boys.^^
During September and October, 1928, KUŒ# set aside program
time for discussion of the presidential campaign, inviting
representatives of both major political parties to state the

^^Conversation vlth Ryan, 0£. clt.
^^%ontana Kalmln, (June 16, 1925).
^^Ibld., (May 8, 1925).
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-48cases for their respective c a n d i d a t e s . D r . Shallenberger
reported that the University radio station broadcast a political
campaign talk by the Democratic presidential candidate, Alfred E.
Smith, during an appearance in Helena,

Dr. Shallenberger states

that when he was consulted in advance of Smith's arrival regarding
the possibility of broadcast of the talk, he stipulated that a
Republican should appear on the same platform to balance the
opinions offered by Smith.

The state GOP leaders agreed to the

idea, said Dr. Shallenberger, but the Republican candidate did not
a p p e a r . T h e broadcast was originated by a team of professional
radio engineers traveling with the Smith party.

The program was

"fed" to Missoula over long distance telephone lines.

There was

no charge for the broadcast.1^3
While the fall of 1928 brou^t the historic Smith political
broadcast to the University radio station, it also ushered in the
first of a series of misfortunes that brought an end to the operation
of the station.

Limited funds were available to operate the station.

There was virtually no money for the purchase of new equipment.
The hand-made transmitter and control room facilities could not
be improved.

Meanwhile, the broadcasting industry was making rapid

^^•^fontana Kalmln. (Oct. 30, 1925)*
1PPDr. Shallenberger explained that because the University station
could not charge for a political broadcast, he felt both political
parties should be fairly represented.
was not the only radio station to broadcast the speech.
The Anaconda Standard. (Sept. 25, 1928) reported "A1 Smith spoke
the night of the 24th in Helena....More than thirty radio stations
were hooked up for the broadcasting the meeting."
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-49progress with respect to the quality of radiotelephone transmission,
and listeners were becoming more critical of stations that could
not offer quality transmission similar to that of the larger stations
in metropolitan areas.

Equipment breakdowns became more frequent

at KUOif; coverage in the state was spotty; commercial radio stations
were frequently petitioning the Federal Radio Commission to move
KUCH's frequency assignment to avoid interference with their own
signals.

Between April 22, 1928, and Oct. 30, 1929, the University

station was ordered to change frequency three times and reduce its
program

time.

124

During the fall of I928 Dr. Shallenberger and several student
assistants attempted to devise a solution to the problem of poor
reception of KUdf within Ikntana.

One proposal called for erecting

the antenna atop 2,000-foot Mount Sentinel, at the eastern edge of
the campus.

Dr. Shallenberger, Ryan, and others trudged to the top

of the mountain carrying approximately 100 pounds of batteries and
radio receiving equipment.

Once on top of the mountain they assembled

the reçeiver and confirmed what most of them had suspected; it was
a "hot" area for reception.

They reasoned the mountain would be an

ideal location for the University broadcasting station antenna.
The Anaconda Copper Mining company offered to donate the necessary
wire to link the antenna with the studio, and the Montana Power

124jij.ost, op. cit., p. 227.
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-50Contpany again offered the services of linemen to construct the
proposed line.

Hovever, the lack of money and the reluctance of

the University administration to expand the broadcasting station
combined to kill the

p r o p o s a l . ^^5

The 1929 legislative assembly found It necessary to cut back
cm state spending, and Montana's Institutions of higher learning
vere forced to operate vlth severely limited funds.
of 1929 station KUGM vas In serious trouble.

In the fall

Equipment failures

vere commonplace, and the station broadcasts became Infrequent.
At midnight, Oct. 31, 1929, radio station KUOM's broadcast license
expired.

There had not been any attempt to renev It, although there

remained some hope the station could resume broadcasting.

Dr.

Shallenberger stated that "although lacking sufficient appropriations
vlth vhlch to operate radio station KUOM, plans are being made for
overhauling of the plant.

We vant to have everything In readiness

In case ve get some financial support from any source.

At present,

prospects for financial means vlth vhlch to operate the station
seem

p o o r . . .

"^26 The station departed from the broadcasting scene

quietly.
Certainly the University of Montana radio station vas not
unique in this respect In I929. Tvelve additional educational

^^^Conversatlon vlth Ryan, 0£. clt.
^^4k>ntana Kalmln. (Nov. 1, 1929).
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-51radlo stations closed as veil.

Applications for nev educational

radio stations dropped to zero In 1930* In contrast, 25 radio
stations vere licensed to educational Institutions In I925, the
same year KUOM received permission to 'broadcast,
Dr. Shallenberger had conceived a more ambitious plan for
educational radio In Montana prior to the financial troubles that
plagued KUOM.

Had the Great Depression not struck the nation In

1929, Montana likely vould have been among the first to exploit
the advantages of educational radio broadcasting.

Dr. Shallenberger's

plan called for construction of a poverful radio transmitter near
the center of the state— possibly Levlstovn— vlth radio studios
at each of Montana's six Institutions of higher learning.

Each

unit vould contribute a specified amount of program material each
veek.

In this vay the responsibility for the radio programs vould

be shared among the various units, and educational programs could
be patterned more closely to the area of Instruction emphasized at
each unit.
Such an ambitious plan has not since been seriously advanced.

12Tprost, 0£. clt.. p. 227.
128(jonversatlon vlth Shallenberger, og. clt.
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ED KREBSBACH AND STATION KGCX
A young tank clerk and an imaginative eastern Montana rancher
huddled In the tack room of the First State Bank In Vida, Mont.,
during the winter months of late 192k and early 1925, studying the
rudimentary circuit diagrams for a radiotelephone transmitter.

E. E.

Kretstach and Joe Jacots had tecome Interested In radiotelephone
transmission and eventually constructed a small 7§-watt transmitter.
In the fall of 1926, application

for authorization to broadcast was

made to the Department of Commerce, and authorization was subsequently
received Oct. 5, 1926.^^

Staff workers at the Department offices In

Washington, D. C., mlgpit well have been surprised upon receipt of the
application, for the population of Vida In 1926 totaled 25

p e r s o n s ,

^^0

The Vida broadcasting station was assigned the call letters KGCX.
It was eastern Montana's first radio station.

The two men responsible

for the construction of KGCX were pioneers in their own right.
Krebsbach had ventured to Montana In 1914 and homesteaded 320 acres
of land near Vida.

He married a Vida schoolteacher In I92O and

branched from farming Into the banking b u s i n e s s . J o e Jacobs a
rancher near Vida and a man
keen of mind as well as hand.

Though his

^^broadcasting. I963 Yearbook Issue, p. A-317.

1929, prior to the station's relocation In Wolf Point, Vida
was the smallest city In the United States to have a licensed broad
casting station.
^^Iietter from E. C. Krebsbach, son of E, E. Krebsbach, Feb. 22, 1963.
-52-
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-53occupatlon vas ranching he vas a tinkerer as
veil. For example there vas the ski-motile,
the contraption vith an automobile body, an
airpland motor and propeller, all mounted on
skis. It vould travel at speeds upvards to
ho miles per h o u r . ..132
There vas no telephone comnunication in the Vida area in 1926— a fact
that may have stimulated Krebsbach and Jacobs to construct the
radiotelephone transmitter— and the remote character of the plains
country surrounding Vida offered little diversion for the dry-land
farmers.

Krebsbach, an amateur musician,
liked to talk to people and he enjoyed music.
He enjoyed music so much that on many occasions
he vould ride as many as 40 miles on horseback,
saxophone slung over his saddle horn, to play for
dances, the chief entertainment of the period.
Perhaps it vas this keen interest in people and
enjoyment of music that drev Ed Krebsbach to
infant radio.133

Radio station KGCX vas not a pretentious affair in 1926.

The

one small studio vas located in the back of the bank building, and
the microphone vas a converted telephone transmitter.

Phonograph

records vere played on a hand-vound turntable, although the pickup
device vas electrically operated.

Broadcasting vas on an irregular

basis, vith programs originating during those hours Krebsbach could
be avay from banking affairs in the front of the building.

There

vere no ccxnmercials, although grateful farmers occasionally vould bring
Krebsbach livestock or poultry in return for a special announcement he
had made for them. 13^

IS^Krebsbach letter.
133lbid.
13^Ibid.
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Radio station KGCX acquired additional listeners in the period

1926 to 1929, hut Krebsbach earned little in the vay of advertising
income from the station.

Late in I926 Krebsbach undoubtedly realized

his broadcasting station needed more than the 7^ vatts of the original
transmitter.

To secure an increase in pover, KGCX had to be relocated

in a larger community.

Early in I929, the Wolf Point newspaper stated

there was a possibility that the radio station might move to Volf
Point "if financial and other required arrangements can be made."^^^
The item reported that Krebsbach already had made plans to move to
Wolf Point to engage in other business and that he "is willing to bring
the station to Wolf Point if the enterprise meets with a good reception
and cooperative assistance."^36
The community clearly was pleased at the prospect of having a
broadcasting station.

Businessmen had been approached on the matter

and "were quick to see the advantages of having this means of close
touch and regular communication with the tributary

country.

"^37 The

community's so-called "Commercial Club" listened to Krebsbach's plans
for radio station KGCX and supported the proposal to solicit funds to
help defray the cost of new equipment, which Included new antenna
towers and a new "g e n e r a t o r . "^38

135wolf Point Herald. (Jan. k, 1929).

13&rbia.
13?Ibid.
^38ibid., (Jan. 18, I929). The reference to "generator" is
probably incorrect. The reporter should have said "transmitter."
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-55Kretsbaoh vas fortunate to have found an enthusiastic booster for
his proposed relocation In Wolf Point.

C. W. Haniblln, operator of an

electric service shop, had persuaded Krebsbach to broadcast occasional
programs from Wolf Point vhlle KGCX vas located in Vida.

Hamblin vas

knovn and respected In his community and unquestionably aided Krebsbach
In the drive for Wolf Point community support for radio station KQCX.^^^
Within six veeks foUoving his appearance before members of the
Wolf Point Commercial Club, Krebsbach announced formally that KGCX
vould be moved to Wolf Point "as soon as the Radio Control Board Issues
the p e r m i t . A u t h o r i z a t i o n for the move and an increase in trsmsmitting pover to 2$0 vatts in the de^ime and 100 vatts at night vas
received from the government early In May, 1929.^^^ Krebsbach and
Jacobs journeyed by airplane to Regina, Saskatchevan, and station CKCK
to inspect the station's equipment and engage the services of the
nltp
station's chief engineer— Bert Hooper
— to install the nev equipment
at KGCX.1^3

During his earlier discussion at the Wolf Point Commercial Club,
Krebsbach had indicated the total cost for the move from Vida to Wolf
Point vould be in the vicinity of $ 3 0 0 . Hovever, by May it vas

^39yoif Point Herald. (Jan. 4, 1929).
l^Ibid.. (Mar. 1, 1929).
^^^Ibid.. (May 10, 1929).
^^^Identified as "one of the higpiest rated transmitter designers
in the country." Wolf Point Herald. (July 19, 1929).
^*^3ibid.. (May 10, 1929).
^^Ibid.. (Jan. 18, 1929).
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-56clear Krebsbach bad decided to add more improvements to the station.
The Commercial Club had already raised vhat vas termed "a substantial
amount,

and contributions were still being solicited on May 10.

The local newspaper reported "a considerable amount will be needed to
buy and Install the new plant and to provide a studio from which the
programs can be broadcast.
By July 19, all of the newly purchased broadcasting equipment had
arrived In Wolf Point, and assembly of the station got under way.

Hooper

came to Wolf Point by airplane— an event that created considerable
Interest In Itself— for a stay of a^qoroxlmately ten days while he
directed the Installation of the broadcasting equipment,
At seven seconds past 11:38 Tuesday night,
after hours of work that ran far into the night
and sometimes the early morning, the station
building was completed.
Tests were made and those
who were tuned in heard, 'Oh, boy, she’s on the
air’ come in from KGCX from Its Wolf Point location.^**
With testing of the broadcasting equipment under way, Krebsbach
promised the formal opening of the station would occur In approximately
one

w

e

e

k

.

The station operator could not foresee the delays ahead,

however, and the station was not formally dedicated until Aug. 21,

l^^woif Point Herald. (May 10, 1929).
l^^ïbld.
^^*^Ibld.. (July 19, 1929). The newspaper reported Hooper and
"a pilot friend, Ted Holmes, arrived In ’The Moth'...a plane manu
factured In âiglaind. ’The Moth' made the 210 miles in little over
three hours."
l^Glbld.
l49lbld.
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-571929.^^® Krebsbach hired Dallas Jensen of Kalispell— a licensed
radiotelephone operator— to operate the station, although Jensen
augmented his salary from KGCX with a job at a local

drugstore.

^^1

The dedicatory broadcast of radio station KGCX on the evening of
Aug. 21 was an ambitious affair, featuring Winn’s orchestra, the high
school bank, several vocalists, and a state senator who entertained the
listeners with the discussion of "Forming of the Federal Land Board."
The musicians "made a decided hit with the audience and complied as
much as possible with the many requests.
solos were especially in

fa vor.

Robert Bruce’s coronet

"^52 jhe technical operations were

conducted smoothly, as "manager E. E. Krebsbach and operator Dallas
Jensen had all of the mechanical details well in

h a n d . .."^53

Krebsbach had hoped the increased power of radio station KOCX
would reach as far as 1,500 miles during the ni^t-time h o u r s . '
Following the opening broadcast, listening reports from LaGrande,
Ore., were received and reported the reception was excellent.
Krebsbach’s hopes were

co n f i r m e d . ^55

^^°Wolf Point Herald. (Aug. 23, 1929).
^51ibid.. (July 19, 1929).
152ibid.. (Aug. 23, 1929).

153ibid.
l^^Ibid.. (July 19, 1929).
^^^Ibid.. (Aug. 23, 1929).
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-58Merchants in the community capitalized on the operation of the
nev radio station.

Radio receiving sets vere advertised in the

nevspaper, although they were expensive and possibly beyond the means
of most Wolf Point residents.

The cheapest advertised model during

the summer of I929 vas a "Templeton" eight-tube radio, priced at

1149.156
Radio station KGCX had earned a reputation as a station interested
in local sports events while located in the small community of Vida.
When telephone circuits became available in the latter part of the

1920s, KGCX broadcasted a high school game from a small gymnasium in
Poplar, a distance of approximately 50 miles.
The Gymnasium vas small and filled to capacity.
The KGCX announcer was forced to borrow a step
ladder so that he might watch the game throu^ a
transom. The play-by-play description was made
from this position.
In the fall of I929— only a few weeks following the opening
ceremonies of the station from Wolf Point— the radio station arranged
for running accounts of the baseball World Series through the Western
Union facilities in the community.

Local merchants raised enough

money to pay for the $20 charge on each game.

A retired telegrapher,

L. T. Crayle, volunteered to "copy" the accounts of the game as they
were received in Morse code at the Wolf Point telegraph office.

A

messenger was dispatched with the copy to the KGCX studio, where the

156woif Point Herald. (Sept. 27, 1929).
^^%rebsbach letter, o£. cit.
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-59announcer re-created the action in the baseball park.l^B
Eastern Montana's economic situation grew steadily worse following
the stock market crash in 1929« Despite the relatively isolated
location

of Wolf Point, the community and the territorydid not

escape the major
few

effects of the Depression.

Radio stationKGCX had

advertisers because the Wolf Point merchants had few dollars

for advertising.

As the broadcasting station struggled through the

Depression, appreciative radio listeners occasionally helped out.
On one occasion, friends in Wolf Point
helped by staging a dance. Residents of the
surrounding towns purchased tickets. A total
of $1,000 was raised and a check in that
amount, printed on a one-by-three foot paper,
was presented to Mr. Krebsbach. The gift was
greatly appreciated and the spirit has never
been forgotten. A dance was held in Glasgow,
Mont., a community 50 miles west of Wolf Point,
and a check for $300 was given to KGCX. Thus,
in the early, dirty Thirties folks showed their
appreciation of KGCX in a tangible w a y . ^59
Krebsbach managed to keep the radio station on the air during
the darkest periods of the Depression and by 1936— about the time the
economy of the nation was turning upward again— the broadcaster
applied for and was granted an increase in power to

1,000

watts.

Krebsbach believed the radio station should offer "network" radio
programs but knew the cost of bringing the programs to Wolf Point via

158wblf Point Herald. (Oct. 4, I929).
l^^Krebsbach letter, 0£. clt.
l%bid.
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-6othe overland telephcaie lines vould be prohibitive.
There vas, however, a distinct need for
quality programming and particularly nevs.
Ed Krebsbach approached the Canadian
Broadcasting Company for the purpose of
arranging off-the-air pickup of some of that
network's programs. Although there vas no
precedent for such an arrangement, and no
regulations prohibiting it, it vas to some an
odd request. The request vas made and granted,
KOCX had network quality programming for its
,
listeners at a time when it seemed impossible.
Despite the increase in power in 1936 and the addition of ”network”
programs from the CBC, Krebsbach realized the economy of the Wolf
Point area could not adequately support the radio station.

In 1940

the crops in eastern Montana were poor, and the general business
climate in the community of Wolf Point was unfavorable.

Krebsbach

searched for a nearby community that he felt could support the
broadcast station.

In 1942 KGKX moved to Sidney, a community almost

twice the size of Wolf Point and surrounded by 60,000 acres of irrigated
farmland.

Local residents boasted the city was "depression-proof. "1^2

In June, 1942, Krebsbach and the chief engineer of KGCX, Gene
Bunker, began staking out the site for the transmitter plant in
Sidney.

The decision to move the station had been made several

months before, but the outbreak of World War II had delayed the
actual work,

Krebsbach promised, however, that KGCX would be on the

^^^Krebsbach letter, 0£. cit.

162Ibid,
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-61air from Sidney about the middle of August, 19^2.^^^
In July, Krebsbach announced studios for the radio station would
be located on the second floor of the Suckstorff Building in downtown
S i d n e y . T h e transmitter plant site was already staked out cm the
William Hammes farm, about four miles northeast of

Sidney,

^^5

In an address to the Sidney Kiwanis club in August, Krebsbach
apologized for the delay in getting the station moved from Wolf Point
to Sidney but promised the opening broadcasts would be heard within
four to six weeks.

The broadcaster also stated "the studio here would

be one of the finest in the state, ccmçarable to studios at Billings
and Missoula, two of the finest."

Krebsbach also speculated that it

would be possible to increase the power of the station from 1,000 to
5.000 watts because the station would be located in a larger community.
In September, 19^2, KGCX began broadcasting from Sidney with
1.000 watts of power at l480 kilocycles.

The station continued off-

the-air pickup of network programs from the CBC, and only minor changes
were made in the over-all programming of the station.

The early years

in Sidney were war years, of course, and Krebsbach had a difficult
time employing sidequate announcers.
Mr. Krebsbach had to rely on his own talents,
the aid of high school students, and those experienced
announcers that were available but often unreliable.
The feminine voice became familiar to KGCX listeners.
In spite of this, KGCX delivered the news of the

l^^Sidney Herald. (June 25, 19^2).
^^Ibid.. (July 16, 1^2).
^^^Ibid.. (June 25, 19^2).
l^Ibid.. (Aug. 6, 19%2).
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var that was so eagerly awaited.,
Following the war, KGCX announced affiliation with the Mutual
Broadcasting System and established sales offices and additional
studios in Williston. No. Dak., in a move to identify the Sidney
station with both communities.

Clair Krebsbach, son of the man who

had stained the station twenty years earlier, assumed the post of
manager of the WiUiston offices and studios of KGCX while the elder
Krebsbach remained in Sidney.

The WiUiston studios were formally

opened Jan. 2, 19^6.^^
In 1948 KGCX received permission to increase power to $,000 watts
during the daytime hours and two years later was authorized to operate
at 5,000 watts during the evening hours as well.

In 1951, Ed Krebsbach's

second son— Keith— began working as a member of the radio station
stafff.4^9

In 1963, the father and the two sons retain the positions

of president, general manager and program manager, respectively.
Radio station KGCX in Sidney has not undergone any major changes
since 1950, although the Krebsbach family has pioneered in another
phase of Montana broadcasting by establishing the first frequency
modulation broadcasting station in the state at Plentywood, Mont.
KPWD-FN began broadcasting June 1, I962, at 100.1 megacycles and a
power of 880 watts.

The IM facility duplicates the programs of KGCX

in Sidney less than 10 per cent of the time on the air and offers

^^TfCrebsbach letter, o£. cit.
iGBlbid.
l69lbid.
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-63stereocast by multiplex.
Radio station KGCX unquestionably has served the northeastern
area ofMontana very well.

During the early years of the station in

Vida and Wolf Point, KGCX often became the countryside's "party-line,"
broadcasting personal messages to individuals on the isolated farms and
ranches.

It is significant to recognize that much of the early-day

intimacy of the radio station and the listener continues to be
revealed in the 1960s.
Many years earlier, KGCX had been referred
to as an 'Angel of Mercy.' At least one occurrence
in 1961 earned a similar honorary title. A farmer's
wife had visited the Richland County extension
office for the purpose of having eggs poisoned...
to be used in poisoning skunks at the farm. The
woman left the office and by mistake put the eggs
in the wrong automobile. She went about her
shopping and upon returning to her autcmobile
discovered the eggs were not to be found. Meanwhile,
the owner of the automobile containing the
poisoned eggs returned to his car, discovered the
eggs, and presumed them to be a gift. When the
farmer's wife returned and discovered the eggs
missing, she immediately notified KGCX. The
announcement that poisoned eggs had been placed
in the wrong automobile...was heard by the person
then in possession of the eggs. This prcmpt action
by the farmer's wife and by KGCX likely may have
saved many live s.171

^^%roadcasting. Yearbook issue, p. B-110.
17lKrebsbach letter, 0£. cit.
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RADIO BROADCASTING COMES TO NCKTHMESTERN MONTANA
The voluntary financial assistance of businessmen, farmers, and
professional men made possible the construction of the first radio
broadcasting station in the northwestern section of Montana.

While

at least two other early-day broadcasting stations were encouraged
by voluntary financial help, radio station K6EZ in Kalispell apparently
is the only station in the state completely underwritten in this
manner.
Kalispell radio fans had been exposed to broadcasting.

Advertise

ments in the local newspaper suggested that set owners tune in the
"Ever-ready Hour" Tuesday evenings at 9 on WEAF network stations.l?^
Radio receiving sets frequently were advertised, ranging in price
from $65 for "Broadwater's One Dial Mohawk radio...sharper tuning,
finer tone quality, increased volume euid dlstance"173 to the famous
Atwater-Kent m o d e l s . H o w e v e r , it can reasonably be assumed that
Kalispell radio fans were subjected to the same inconsistent and
scratchy reception reported from other cities within the state.

^*^%ali spell Daily Interlake, (Jan. 18, 1927).
. (Jan. 26, 1927).
^7^Ibid.. (Jan. 27, 1927).
175See information in this study in regard to Billings, Sidney,
and Great Falls. The Department of Commerce designation of two
frequencies for all broadcasting stations, made in 1921 remained in
effect until February, 1927. More than 6OO stations were simultaneously
attempting to broadcast on one frequency or the other. For a detailed
report on this aspect of early radio broadcasting, consult White,
Llewelyn., American Radio (Chicago, 19^7), p. 129.
-64-
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-65The first public announcement of the construction of a radio
broadcasting station in Kalispell appeared Wednesday, Feb. 2, 1927,
in an Associated Press story from Washington, D. C., which reported
that ten new radio broadcasting stations had been authorized by the
government, including station KGBZ in Kalispell.

The facility was

reported to be licensed to the Flathead Broadcasting Association and
was assigned the news and entertainment frequency of 352 meters.17^
Two days later the president of the Broadcasting Association, Dr.
J. A. Lamb, promised the Kalispell station would be operating withi#
two or three weeks and stated
some of the apparatus is already here....
Broadcasting will be done from the roof of the
Elks Temple, with the operating room to be
located in the cupola atop the roof and the
studio in the Chamber of Commerce room....
The opening vigfA a few weeks hence will be a
big event in Kalispell* s history. Invitations
will be extended to all organizations in town to
participate and possibly the presidents of the
Chamber of Commerce, Rotary and Kiwanis clubs
will be asked to talk...177
Dr. Lamb stated that the Broadcasting Association was formed
during the fall of I926 "by Kalispell business and professional
men and Flathead farmers vbo contributed to building the station. "178
He also announced that Carlos Gayhart and John Parker would be the
licensed operators of the new station.

IT^Kalisuell Daily Interlake. (Feb. 2, 1927).
^TTlbid.. (Feb. k, 1927).
I T W .
179john Parker subsequently left KGBEZ and joined the police force
in Great Falls, Mont.
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-66Dr. Iamb had some Ideas of his own regarding programming oa the
new radio broadcasting station.

One ccmcert was planned for each

week during the evening hours.

Broadcasting also was proposed for

the noon and evening meal periods.

Dr. Lamb hastened to assure

Flathead Valley radio fans, however, that the new Kalispell station
would try not to interfere with other stations, particularly those
stations in large metropolitan areas.
Gayhart, Parker, and Dr. Lamb continued work on the radio broad
casting apparatus during the following three weeks.

The station was

far from complete when the three men decided to conduct a daring
experiment that would— if successful— be invaluable promotion.

The

Northwest district basketball tournament was scheduled to be played
in the Elks Tenple gymnasium, downstairs from the radio station
operating room and studios in the same building.

Parker and Gayhart

hastily assembled the transmitting equipment while Dr. Lamb persuaded
two local sports figures to serve as commentators for the public.
Friday, Feb. 25, 1927, the station began broadcasting with power
reduced to five watts; the gamble had been successful.
Station KCffiZ, Kalispell, went on the air for the
first time to broadcast the games of the Northwest
district tournament in the Elks gym yesterday. The
station is by no means completed yet and is, in fact,
at only five watt strength but hastily put together
for broadcasting the games. It was highly successful.
The station covered the whole town...and was known to

J-QPKalispell Daily Interlake. (Feb. U, 1927).
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On

-67be heard as far as Big Fork and Whitefish.
R. B. NdCee and T. H. McDonald shared the
play by play honors for the afternoon and
evening g a m e s . loi
McDonald vas quoted as saying afterward that "broadcasting Is
certainly harder than making a 4o minute speech and seems to be very
personal. " IfcDonald's difficulty with the basketball game might be
traced. In part, to the fact that the level of noise from the cheering
fans occasionally overrode the voice of the commentator, who was
likely straining to be heard above the din.

The newspaper, reporting

on the broadcasts, observed that "all of the yelling went out too, so
that fans were sometimes unable to distinguish the score.
Following the basketball game broadcasts, Parker, Gayhart, and
Dr. Lamb returned to the task of completing the Installation of the
transmitting egulpuKnt. The transmitter had been hastily assembled
for the tournament programs and had operated at only five watts of
power.

The men now were faced with the task of reassembling the

transmitter to attain the licensed power of 100 watts.

Within four

weeks, the radio station was operating with test broadcasts.
formal opening program was scheduled for Mar. 21, 1927,
On Mar, 22, 1927, the local newspaper reported that
at 1:00 yesterday afternoon, KŒBZ, Kalispell
began broadcasting stock reports, weather reports
a little music and announcements, correct time
signals and other Items of Interest to persons In
the valley. The Kalispell Mercantile Company
put on the first goodwill program yesterday and

iGlKalispell Dally Interlake. (Feb. 26, 1927).
l^^Ibld.
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telephone calls began to pour In Immediately,
applauding it. Pleasant Valley vas among the
earliest to report i n . ^”3
Dr. Lamb vas elated about the coverage of the signal of the nev
broadcasting station, and reported "the station...has been heard for
a radius of 100 miles in any direction.

Havre reported hearing our

broadcast of the basketball tournament.

Now that ve are coming on

vith more pover, ve expect to be heard at greater distances, especially
in the e v e n i n g . T h e Broadcasting Association president added
that "the services of this station are nov at the disposal of the
people of the Flathead Valley and any merchants, organizations or
individuals wishing to use it may apply to the...association for
information."^®

5 Operating hours vere announced as 12:30 until 2

each veekday afternoon and 6:30 to 7:30 evenings, with a special
concert each Thursday ni^t.

"If patronage demands more time, ve

will probably go on Tuesday nights until 9," he said.^®®
Radio station KGEZ had officially begun broadcasting Monday,
but the Thursday night concert program was set aside for special
dedicatory observances during the first veek of radio broadcasting,
including musical selections by the Kalispell band and the Flathead
Six orchestra.^®^ The dedicatory program was acclaimed a "notable
success" by the local newspaper:
The big opening program of station KQEZ,

^®3Kalisuell Daily Interlake. (Mar. 22, 1927).
l®^Ibid.
l®5lbid.
!®®Ibid.
l®7lbid., (Jfeur. 24, 1927).
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-69Kalispell, broadcasting last night frcan the studio
in the Elis Tenç>le, was considered by members of
the Flathead Broadcasting Association to have the
attention of the entire valley.
About $0 people gathered in the Elks gymnasium
while the program was being broadcast and wherever
there was a radio set in town, families and friends
alike were assembled to hear what Kalispell's
station sounds like on the air.^®®
One radio fan from a relatively large city served by a so-called
"regional" station commented favorably on the KŒBZ broadcasts.

Leon

B. Allen of Minneapolis was quoted as saying "the program was
excellent. ..as good as I have heard in the big city."

He particularly

complimented the performance of the Flathead Six orchestra.
Following the final selection on the special Thursday night
broadcast, the station received a number of requests from thelocal
radio

fans for encores from the musicians, but the station wasforced

to ignore the requests.

Gayhart, Parker, and Dr. Lamb had agreed to

take the station signal off the air before the so-called "hot"
reception for the West Coast stations, which generally began about
9 p.m.^^°
The Kalispell newspaper philosphically observed the day following
the dedicatory program that
the progress of the station will be watched
with considerable interest here amd elsewhere.
It is expected to mean much to the Flathead
Valley in the way of advertising. Not only
will firms and merchants, schools and churches

^®®Kalispell Daily Interlake, (Mar. 24, 192?).
l89ibid.
l^Ofbid.
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-70secure its services, tut also the assets of
the valley itself as a great playground will
he broadcast.^91
Within a week following the first broadcast from radio station
KGEZ, three Kalispell merchants had contracted for advertising on the
radio.

The Kalispell Mercantile Cong>any, the Broadwater Drug Store,

and Hoyt’s ïfeisic Shop placed advertising announcements on the

air.

^92

Donald Treloar, a close fiend of Dr. Lamb, agreed to assume many
of the announcing duties in the early days of radio station KŒZ.
Treloar was the secretary of the Kalispell Chamber of Commerce when
the station began broadcasting in 1927.

As Treloar became more

involved with the radio broadcasts, however, he turned his attention
away frtmi the duties of Chamber secretary and increasingly toward the
operation of the radio station.

Several months after the station

first began broadcasting, Treloar agreed to move the station to his
home on Fourth Avenue.
studio.

The living room became the broadcasting

An addition was constructed at one side of the Wuse to

contain the station's transmitter and control room equipment.

The

so-called "flattqp" antenna that had been located atop the Elks
Tenqple was moved to the back yard of the Treloar

home.

^93

The new location afforded radio station KCEZ the opportunity to
broadcast programs with more local talent consisting of groups of

^^^Kalispell Daily Interlake. (Mar. 31, I927).
]-92ibid.
^93conversation with Lyle Carr, Missoula, Mont., Mar. 26, I963.
Carr appeared on many of the early programs on the station and was
acquainted personally with the principals in the construction of the
station.
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-71six members or more.

The original broadcasting studio in the Elks

Tenqple bad been too small; so small, in fact, that performers often
were required to group around the iq)rig^t piano with their backs
pressing against the walls.
One report indicates radio station KQEZ was moved at least two
additional times before Treloar arranged for permanent broadcast
studios in the First National Bank building in 1 9 3 2 . In that
year, the transmitter also was moved to a farm home near the Four
Corners highway intersection south of Kalispell.
KQEZ is unique among Montana broadcasting staticms in at least
one respect.

As other early-day stations sought to increase trans

mitting power, Treloar was content to operate KQEZ at 100 watts until
several years following World War II.

KGEZ was one of the handful

radio stations in the United States operating at less than 2$0 watts
of power during the late 19^0s and early 1950s. The exact date has
not been determined, but it is believed KQEZ increased power to 250
watte in 1952 and to 1,000 watts in 1954.19? Treloar disposed of
the station in 1954, selling to the late Frank Reardon.198

In June,

1958, the station was sold to Skyline Broadcasters, Incorporated,
the current licensee.199

194conversation with Carr, 0£. cit.
195ciyde Reichelt, "Radio in Montana," (Unpublished paper. School
of Journalism, Montana State University, 194?).
19^Conversation with Carr, 0£. cit.
197kQEZ currently operates at 6OO kilocycles with 1,000 watts
power.
19®Reardon was the owner of KBOW, Butte.
19%roadcasting. Yearbook issue, p. B-I09 ,
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-72Radio station KC£Z continues to serve the Flathead Valley area
with what has been described as
adult programming, .with variety...news editorial,
sports commentary, religion, comedy...not a "top
forty" station. Throu^ its editorials this station
has exercised enormous ing>act on our listeners. We
have been credited with being a major influence in
defeating a questionable bond issue...shortening
an unjustifiable strike. In fact, when we air
anything controversial the response is inanediate
and conclusive.200
The significance of an early-day station such as KGBZ is difficult
to measure.

However, it would not be unfair to credit the station with

considerable influence in the process of unifying the cultural and
social interests of the people of the Flathead Valley.

The fact that

the station was located in Kali spell helped the community to become
identified as the trade center for the valley region.

The station

very early was able to demonstrate the value of radio advertising.
Above all of these considerations, however, is the manner in which
business and professional n»n and valley farmers contributed to the
construction of the station in 1927.

Perhaps there is the true

measure of the significance of KGBZ.

^^^tt er from KCBBZ, Kali spell, Mont., (Sept., 1962). "Top forty"
is a reference to the practice of playing a single group of 4o recordings
in repetition during a radio program or group of programs.
POl

No exact construction cost figures have been located, but one
of the esurly-day performers recalled Treloar cited the figure of
$26,000 as the original cost of the station. Conversation with
Carr, 0£, cit.
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THE RADIO STATION BUILT TO SELL RADIO RECEIVERS
The Northvestem Auto Supply Company uas founded in Billings in

191^ as a distributor of automotive sillies in eastern Montana.

Ten

years later, under the management of Charles 0. Campbell, the firm
branched into the sale of radio receiving sets.

In 1928 the firm

entered the radio broadcasting business and gave eastern Montana and
northern Wyoming a consistently superior broadcasting station.
Northwestern Auto Supply Company salesmen and sales representatives
experienced considerable difficulty attempting to sell radio receiving
sets in the period from 192^ to 1926. The firm marketed the sets
throuf^ drugstores, jewelry houses, butcher shops, or anyplace where
the owner would be willing to place the sets on the floor and demon
strate the operation of the receiver.

Because eastern Montana was an

agricultural area and lacked any large centers of population, it often
was necessary to take the bulky receiver, heavy batteries, and the
aerial over marginal country roads to the home of a farmer for a
demonstration.

The only station received with any kind of consistency

in the Billings area during this period was the Hastings, Neb.,
facility. 202 Even the powerful Hastings station could not always be

received, and when it could be heard, it was

frequently much too

202j^e Hastings station was KFICC, an ejqperimental broadcasting
outlet of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. % e station
is no longer in operation.
-73-
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-74late in the evening for the early-to-hed, early-to-rlse farmers.
Campbell and his associates in the auto supply firm developed the
idea that a local radio station in Billings vould make it possible to
demonstrate radio receivers both day and night within a radius of 50
or 60 miles from the city.

Furthermore, the increased reliability of

a signal from a local station would encourage more families to purchase
receivers.

For these reasons, radio station KCBL was constructed in

1926, althou^ Campbell and others expected that the station would
becoam self-stqpporting after a reasonable period of time through the
sale of advertising to the local merchants.2Gb
Late in 1927, Campbell went to Denver, Colo., to talk with
"Doc" Reynolds regarding construction of a 250-watt transmitter for
the new station.

Reynolds agreed to build the uniT and proaü.sed

delivery sometime in the qpring of 1928.205
Campbell returned to Billings to supervise construction of the
broadcasting studios cm the top floor of the three-story Rorthwestem
Auto Supply Company building.

Because the building paralleled the

railroad tracks, the studios were particularly well constructed, with
the so-called "Celotex" soundproofing material on the ceiling and
walls, a dead air space between walls and ceilings, and double plate
glass windows.

206

The studio construction was revolutionary for the

2p3conversaticm with Charles 0. Campbell, Billings, Mont., Sept. 6,
1962.
^°4 b i d .
^ ^Ibid.
^^^^ h e Billings gazette, (June 9, 1928).
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-75perlod.

Fev stations could boast of such design in broadcast studios.

A Billings youth, Jeff Kiichli, was hired by Caispbell as the
station's chief engineer.

Kiichli bad enrolled in electrical engineering

at the University of Minnesota but was anxious to return to Billings.
While he had a great deal to do with the original construction and
installation of the equipment at the broadcasting station, Kiichli
did not receive a government operator's license until three weeks
before the official opening of the station.
While work continued on the broadcasting studios, two

90-foot

steel towers were erected cm the roof of the auto supply firm building.
The towers were placed I30 feet apart and a so-called "flattop”
antenna suspended between each.

On the third floor, in a room near

the so-called "control room,” a large motor generator capable of
4,000 volts of electricity was installed.
to operate the station transmitter.

The electricity was used

Fifty 12-volt batteries lined the

wall of the room, used to supply the necessary voltage to the tubes
in the control room equipment.^
As the work on the new transmitter neared completion at the home
of "Doc” Reynolds in Denver, Caagbell arranged payment of the so-called
"patent fees” that were required of all persons bwning radio broadcast

^'^Conversation with Caagbell, 0£. cit.
BOGBillings Gazette, (June 9, 1928).
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-76transBitters.

American Telephone and Telegraph Conq>any held patents

on many of the circuits used in the construction of the so-called
"coaqposite" transmitters, and levied a fee for use of the patented
circuits.

In the case of the nev transmitter Campbell had purchased

the patent fee was $2,500, which was to be paid over a five-year
period.

Campbell recalled, however, that before the five-year period

was over the telephone company had arbitrarily waived the balance.^^"9
Cajq>bell chose as his announcer for the station a handscmie,
articulate young man from radio station KOIL in Council Bluffs, Iowa—
Sric Thornton.

KLss Dell Hair, an attractice primary grades teacher

in Billings, was employed as the so-called "studio hostess" for the
station.

Miss Hair was responsible for the programs for the youngsters

and the women in the audience.210
Late in the month of Msy and early June, 1928, Thornton conducted
auditions of more than 200 aspiring radio stars and representatives of
various organizations who desired to participate in the opening
broadcast of the station.

Thornton invited the famous baritone,

Wendell Hall, to be the featured artist on the first program, but
the station was not prepared to start broadcasting when

passed

through the city early in June.^ll
The call letters KGEBL had been assigned for the station, and
during the first week in June, 1928, Kiichli had test programs under

^^Conversation with Caaqpbell, o£. cit.
^ ^Billings Gazette. (June 8, I928).
^I bi d.
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-77way on the station transmitter.
Precisely at 7 on the evening of Friday, June 8, 1928, Thornton
stepped to the microphone of the KCHL studio and announced, "Radio
station KML, coming on the air with the official opening program.
The first program of K(SL was an ambitious affair even for a
broadcasting station with two modem studios and the latest equijnaent.
The Tavern orchestra, the Hopkins family trio and a young harpist were
among the featured artists on KGSSL's opening broadcast.
The highlight of the evening, however, was the address by the
Governor of Montana, J. E. Erickson— remarkable not in what the
Governor said but because the broadcast came from the executive
mansion in Helena, more than 2$0 miles from Billings.

R. C. ThoiQ>son,

Billings radio engineer, installed am amplifier in the executive mansion
and "fed" the Governor's remarks to the telephone company.

The

sound was carried via the long distance lines to Billings, then
transmitted over the station.

The quality of the broadcast was

considered to be excellent, and the Governor reportedly was awed at
the experience.21*
While the Governor may have been impressed with the remote
broadcast, the engineer responsible for it unquestionably was
thankful to be alive.

The engineer, Thompson, and Wilson H. McDonald

21%iUing8 Gazette. (June 9, 1928).
213ibid.
21*Script from the files of KŒL, June 8, I938.
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-78of Billings had agreed to fly In a plane of the National Parks
Scenic Airways from Billings to Helena to set up the equipment for
the special remote broadcast.
encountered bad weather.

Enroute to Billings the aircraft

McDonald was quoted as telling

of battling a gale which delayed the plane more
than an hour. He told of crawling out on the
engine hood to gauge the gasoline tank as the
pilot feared the deley occasioned by the bucking
headwinds might have greatly diminished the fuel
supply. Sufficient gas remained, according to
the pilot's estimate, to carry the plane to Helena.
The pilot's guess was accurate. As the airplane
sailed over the state capltol he suddenly strove
for altitude. Passengers thought he was going to
stunt. The motor sputtered and stopped, but the
pilot spotted a new field and made a safe landing.
The pilot who surmounted the obstacles and
brought his ship safely through was V. R. Lucas,
managing pilot of the National Parks Scenic Airways.215
Aircraft played an Important part In the opening broadcast of
KGEBL.

On the evening of the dedication program, a pilot for the

National Parks Scenic Airways and a cashier at the Northwestern Auto
Supply Ccmpany Installed a radio receiver In a small aircraft and
attached the loudspeaker of the receiver to the landing gear. The
»
two men had tested the method earlier and determined the loudspeaker
would not be a safety

hazard.

Shortly before radio station KGEL

began broadcasting at 7 p.m., the two men took off and circled the
city of Billings.

When the opening broadcast began, the pilot brought

2J-5Bllllngs Gazette, (June 9, 1928).
^4rhe pilot of the craft was Identified as Lt. Wayne Surfult and
the cashier as T. W. Johnson.
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-79the plane dovn to an altitude of approximately 1,000 feet, reduced
the power of the engine, and turned up the receiving set to full
volume.

In this manner, the two men heightened Interest In the

station’s opening broadcast hy letting residents for several blocks
hear a fev moments of the program before applying engine power to
regain altitude.

It was one of the most unusual promotion devices

ever used In Montana.
Radio station XSBL began offering programs for approximately 10
hoars each day following the formal opening.

A typical broadcast

schedule In the summer of 1926 listed the slgn-on at 7 a.m., followed
by recorded music, time signals, weather reports, news Items, and
general Information for the housewife.

At noon each weekday, KGHTi

presented a program of pipe organ music from the Babcock Theater.
The afternoon schedule generally consisted of recorded music, baseball
scares, one or two reviews of current books, and the usual time
signals, news Items, and weather reports.
programs were heard at 6 and 7>

Special dinner hour

KCB9L stopped broadcaatlng about 8

each evening, returning to the air at 11 with a program called "frolic,"
an audience participation program originating from the studios, the
Babcock Theater, the Tavern or the Alrdome.
continued past the usual sign-off time of

The broadcast frequently

midnight.

^ ^llllngs Qazette, (June 9, 1926).
Û
Ibid. The relatively high Incidence of "remote" broadcasts by
KGEL In this period reflects the ability of engineer Kllchll. Remote
amplifiers were uncommon In 1926, and those that were In use were
frequently constructed by the en^neer. Kllchll remained with KQBL
until the late 1950s•
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-80Caapbell's gamble, constructing the broadcasting station, began
to psy off almost immediately after the station vent on the air.
Sales of radio receiving sets began to increase at the Northwestern
Auto Supply Company.

With radio station KŒEL on the air most of each

day and several hours each evening, demonstrations of receiving sets
were easy to arrange In farm and ranch homes.

Even though the early-

day broadcasts of the station were dominated by hog-calling contests,
poorly reproduced phonograph records, and some rather marginal local
talent, Billings area resident relied heavily on the station for
entertainment and information.

The frequent weather reports and

grain market items were particularly important to the farmers and
ranchers.
Billings merchants were attracted by the advertising possibilities
of the new station, and as the number of merchants "on the radio"
increased, the Billings Gazette offered to lease the broadcasting
station.

Campbell refused.

The Gazette management threatened to

construct its own broadcast station and force KCSL out of business,
but

the threat never materialized. KËSBL enjoyed a radio monopoly in

Billings for almost 20 years,

^^Conversation with Campbell, 0£. cit.
^^^^ i d . Campbell alleged that the Gazette pressured some of the
B i m n g s merchants to stay away from radio advertising, although no
additional evidence has been discovered to support the charge. The
threat of the newspaper to construct another station is interesting in
the light of the 1922 station the Gazette so lavishly publicized.
(see section on "The Tinkerers," in this study).
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Reception of the ECBL signal vas good in the vicinity of Billings,
hut perscms in Red Lodge reported they could not hear the station at
all.

The broadcasting frequency of I 35O kilocycles "scattered" the

signal, and vithin tvo months after the first program in June, 1928,
KOBBL had received listening reports from all of the vestern United
States and from Alaska and lev Zealand.^
K(SL vas involved in what appears to be the first "network" radio
broadcast heard in Montana through the facilities of a Montana radio
station.

Early in I929, K
’.QEBL^^ arranged with the Rational Broadcasting

CoBq>any for the broadcast of the inaguration of President Herbert
Hoover.

Billings merchants and bankers were called upon to defray

the $1,500 cost of the broadcast.

On Inaugural Day, Billings schools

suspended classes, and students were ushered into auditoriume and
theaters to listen to the historic "live" broadcast.^ 3
There was considerable resistance to radio advertising in
Billings during the late 1920s and early 1930s.

Nerchwts were

skeptical of the new medium and frequently had to be absolutely
convinced of the value of radio advertising by means

of graphic

Scrapbook, clipping frcau the Billings Gazette.
other than "Aug., 1929."

Ro date

^ % a d i o station KGIR in Butte also participated in the inaugural
program.
^^Conversation with Canÿbell, og. cit. The $1,500 cost was almost
totally for the telephone ccmpany lines carrying the broadcast from
the nearest RBC station, which, in this case, was Spokane, Wash.
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demonstratlons, Includiiig "giveaways" and free merchandise.

Perhaps

a puppy vould be offered free of charge to the first person vho
called in the ansver to a relatively simple question.

The skeptical

merchant vould be asked to be at the broadcasting station vhen the
announcement vas made over the air and vould stand by to observe the
telephone calls coming in.

The giveavay activity had to be curtailed,

hovever, vhen the manager of the Billings telephone office appealed to
Caaqpbell to spare the heavy load on the central telephone exchange
equipment.

The manager explained to Campbell that the sudden increase

in the number of telephone calls to the broadcasting station caused
the mechanical selectors to become jumbled.

The manager stated that,

on (me occasicm, this situation resulted in a minor explosion that
damaged a o m of the telephone equipment.
Another demonstration for a local advertiser resulted in a long
term contract for advertising <m KC9L.

A Billings jevelry store ovner

named Copy bad purchased time signals on the station.

Vhen it

appeared the Jeveler vas planning to <mncel his advertising, Cai^pbell
brougiht him into the studio and ordered the announcer deliberately to
announce the vrong time for the advertisement.

Within a fev seconds

after the announcement, the station telephones began ringing vith
complaints from listeners that the station had announced the vrong
time.

The Copy Jevelry Store remained on the air vith K(SL until the

station vas sold by Caaq>bell in 1951.^^

^^Conversation vith Campbell, o£. cit.

22$lbid.
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Within two years radio station KCBDi began to show a slight
p r o f i t . S t a t i o n power was increased to $00 watts in 1929 and
1,000 watts in 1930.

With the increase to 1,000 watts, the transmitter

plant was moved from the Northwestern Auto Supply Company building in
downtown Billings to a site six miles southwest of the city.^^

In

1931, KCBL became affiliated with the National Broadcasting CooQ)any.
A special one-hour broadcast, fed to all NBC affiliates, marked the
occasion on Nov. 27, 1931« The special network program originated
from BBC studios in San Francisco, New Kwk, Washington, and Chicago
and featured talks by Senators Thomas J. Walsh and Burton K. Wheeler.
The two men stated they had received numerous requests from civic
groups and individuals in Montana requesting the service.228
The NBC affiliation was a significant forward step for KCBL.
For the first time the broadcasting station brought so-called "big
time" entertainment to the eastern Montana

a r e a . 229

The network

placed KCBL listeners in touch with the major news centers in the

^^^While it was two years before KCBL actually showed a profit,
the radio had provided a major stimulus to the sale of radio
receiving sets from Northwestern Auto Supply Cooq>any. Therefore,
while KCBL did not "make" money between the years 1928 and 1930,
it could not accurately be termed a liability.
^ ^Billings Gazette. (Nov. 28, 1931).
228^adio station KGIR in Butte also became a network affiliate of
NBC at this time and participated in the special program.
22^The only other station in eastern Montana in 1930 was KOCX in
Sidney. It was not affiliated with a network at the time.
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Prior to this time EGBL vas without any kind of regular news

service.

In I936— tvo years folioving the estahlishaent of the so-

called "Press Radio Bureau" of the nation's publishers^^^)— Casÿbell
felt the need for better news coverage on KCBL.

He subscribed to the

Trans-Radio Press, an organization formed particularly to provide
radio broadcasting stations in the United States vith several news
casts each day.

The news items were transmitted in Norse code from — -

powerful shortwave stations in the country.

Individual operators at

the subscribing stations would "copy" the information on a typewriter
and hand it to the announcer for broadcast.

Fred Bartlett was enployed

by KCBL in 1936 as a licensed operator and was responsible for
monitoring the Trans-Radio Press transmissions.

Re recalled that the

agency transmitted a total of three or four hours each day at
approximately 35 vords per minute.

—

At this rate It frequently required

an hour of monitoring the Morse code signals to produce enou^ material
for a 15-minute news broadcast.

Bartlett recalled the signals often

were "covered" by interference, and the operator at the receiving
end would be required to fill in some sentences with words of his
own.

The Trans-Radio Press service was cancelled at KCBL in 1939 when

the newspaper wire services agreed to service broalicastiag stations.

230phe "Press Radio Bureau" existed from 1934 to 1940. Under
the arrangement, radio stations were restricted to 10 minutes of
news each day, non-coammrcial, and available only after the news had
been published in daily newspapers.
231conversation with Fred L. Bartlett, Billings, Mont., Sept, 6,
1962. BBC commentator Chet Buntley was associated with the Trans t
Radio Press organization about this time.
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Cwqpbell comtlaued to Increase the coverage of KGEL vith nunerous
Improvements to the physical plant daring the 1930s.

In 1935 radio

station KCBL completed construction on vhat vas then the tallest selfsupporting broadcasting tower in the Uhlted States— 568 feet hlg^—
thereby replacing the old so-called "flattop” antenna behind the
transmitter building.

In 1938, the station pover was increased to

5,000 vatts.232
The increased station power azkL the tall antenna still were not
always enou^ to convince the eastern radio time buyers that KCBL
should be aa the major natiratvide network programs or that the station
should be included in major "spot" commercial cam^lgns.

Campbell

recalled that his coverage claims for KGHL often were received with
a patient smile frca a skeptical time buyer.

Fev of them vould

believe KGEL reached into Cody, Wyo., or Nandan, Kb. Dak.

Kv«i if

they did believe the coverage claims, Campbell had to convince them
that Montana was not necessarily a barren land dotted vith Indian
villages, cavalry forts, and jackrabbits.^33
Badlo station KEEL operated in Billings Without any direct
ccmpetltion until Sept. 6, 19^6, vhen the Billings Broadcasting
Company established stati<m XBMX.

In I95I, The Montama Betvork

established another radio station in Billings, KCOK, and announced
plans for the city's first television station.^3^

Campbell was

^^^Conversation with Bartlett, og. cit.
^33conversation with Campbell, og. cit.
^broadcasting. Yearbook issue, p. À-54.
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tixed.

le eaated to quit.

KGSL vas sold in December, 19$1, to the

Walter Schott Cosqpany of Cincinnati.^^5
Campbell said
I got out of the business tecause I vas getting
tired of it. Taxes vere getting heavy...the
competition vas getting rougher...I vas a little
older.
We tried to put on the best programs ve could
vith the facilities ve had...and ve spared no
money on eguiissBnt. I think ve had very good
people...23©
The Walter Schott Company purchased KOBKL alcnag vith a total
liquidation of Campbell's properties, lAich included the auto supply
firm and farms and ranches.

On Nsy 1, Ipgh, the Midland Broadcasting

Coqpany purchased the radio station and developed plans for tele-

vision.^^^
Radio station KflHL vas sold by Midland in I963 to Qeorge C. Hatch
Of Salt Lake City, Dtah.

It remains an RBC radio netvork affiliate,

broadcasting at 790 kilocycles vith a pover of $,000 vatts.

S3?Conversatioa vith Campbell, o£. cit.

^3?Broadcasting. yearbook issue, p. B-I09.
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STATIOV KGIR AHD THE Z.3AR EBTWORK
Butte, Mont., was a vide open mining tovn idwn a young irtiolesale
radio parts salemaan from Spokane, Wash., stopped in the city in 1927.
X. B. Craney liked lAat he sav in Butte and determined to ccmstruct
a radio broadcasting station in the conaunity.
Craney* s decision ppewd a colorful and important aspect of
Montana radio broadcasting history.

Tventy-one years later, in 19^,

he vould be recognized as the giant in state broadcasting, operator
of five radio stations vithin the state, and czeator of the state's
first "régional netvork."
Ed Craney learned about the radio broadcasting business shortly
folloving his graduation from Xorth Central High School in Spokane
in June, 1922.

He vent to vork for a lavyer, Tom Symons, operating

a radio store in a building ovned by Symons in doirihtovn SpOkane.
Craney*s job vas to assemble and sell the radio receiving sets, but
the lack of consistent radio signals in the Spokane area in 1922 made
it impossible to sell many sets.^38

Symons and Craney determined

that a radio station vould have to be constructed to encourage set
sales.

Radio station XFBC began broadcasting in October, 1922.^^^

238rhe 25th anniversary edition of Radio-Television Daily lists a
station cm the air in SpcAcane in 1921. Craney recalled the station
vas not on the air ccmsistently, and there vas little interest.
23^q d C later vas changed to XFFT, then to KXUC folloving World
War II.
-87-
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fbe wdstMic* of the hroadeastlng station stimulated the sale
of sets, and Cramey and Etymons branched Into the lAolesale radio
pcurts distributing business throughout eastern Washington and western
Montana.

Craney was on a business trip lAea he arrived in lutte

in 1927. ^
Craney applied for and received permission to construct the
Butte static».

With the financial backing of Syminis he returned to

Butte in 1928 to start construction on the radib station.

Thousands

of dollars worth of transmitting equipment had arrived in Butte in the
meantime.

Craney had earlier made arrangements with the managméent of

the Finlen lotel to place the studios and transmitter in the hotel
building.

However, the manager called and told Crwaey the arrange

ment was cancelled.

The manager could not oifer' iah adequate

enplanatic».
Craney strolled down East Park Street in Butte and arranged
with the management of Shiner's Furniture Stcüe to remodel some of
the cqpace on the top floor of the four-story buildUng to acccaaaodate
the studios, transmitting rex», and offices of tkê proposed radio
station.

Moving swiftly, Craney immediately curded carpenters to

work and brou#t the crated transmitting equipment to the sidewalk
in front of the store.

The proprietor greeted him with the statement,

"By golly, Ed, I'm sorry but I cannot let you come in here." Shiner

^^Conversation with E. B. Craney, Butte, Mont., Sept. 25, 1962.
The interview was recorded cm tape and oaaaissions within text of
Craney'8 rmaarks have been a»de for the purpose of clarity, but
occasicmally result in incomplete sentences.
^4 b i d ,
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-89ezplalaed he had received a call from Carlos Ryan of the Montana Pover
Coagpany, inquiring about the radio station.

Shiner and Craney vent

to Ryan's office.
Ryan vanted to knov vhat I vas going to
do about letting people on the sir. I told
him I vas going to try to run the thing sc
that everybody could get on the air. Be
indicated that vasn!t the vay they vanted it
run...I said that's the vay radio should be.
used in this country. The facilities belong to
all of the people...2^
Folloving the meeting vith Ryan, Craney tel^honed his partner
in Spdkane and related vhat had taken place.

Craney said he knev

Symcms vas friendly vith an executive of the Anaconda Copper Mining
company, Herman C. Bellinger.

Craney contends he is not sure vhat

occurred after his telephone conversation.

However, radio station

KGIR vas permitted to go ahead vith cont struction and remodeling in
the Shiner building.
Wednesday, Jan. 3, 1929, carpenters began vork on the broadcasting
studios as Craney assembled the transmitter.

It was bitter cold in

January, 1929, and workmen on the antenna towers struggled through
sub-zero temperatures.

The Butte Daily Post reported that "cospletion

of the towers is expected to be in tvo weeks, vhen the first program
to be broadcast from Butte will be made."^^

The radio station vas

authorized to operate at 136O kilocycles vith 250 vatts of pover but
vas required to share broadcast time vith radio Nation KFBB in

^^^onversation vith Craney, 0£. cit.

^ 3jbid.
2W«Butte Daily Post. (Jan. 3, I929).
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The arrangement was indicative of the rather strict engineering

requirements demanded hy the federal government in the late 1920s.
According to Craney,
that gives you some idea of the engineering
requirements of those days, lAen 250-uatt
stations as far apart as Butte and Havre
could not <q>erate simultaneously on the same
frequency. Today, they (the FCC) allov
stati<ms to operate much closer than that
simultaneously, and that is one of the reasons
that they have broken down the standards of
broadcasting so bad and one of the reabbns vhy
Ninow of the FCC says today that ve have too many
broadcast stations. It's been a situation that
the FCC brought on throuA its degradation of
engineering standards.
Craney* s earlier prediction of having the broadcast static» in
operation by the middle of January proved to be vrong. On

Jan. l8,

1929,radio station ESER vas still under construc^on,although

at

least one retail merchant in the coemnmity vas prosKJting the sale
of receivers on that date.

Shiner's Furniture sibre offered the

so-called "Freshman" radio, "complete vith seven thbes," for $150,
"regularly $250. " ^
On Jan. 29, 1929, the Butte Daily Post o^ered "free radio sets
for the boys and girls" of Butte if the youngsters vould "call at the
office of the Butte Daily Post and ask for the radio man and he vill
tell you hov you can get a free radio set in time' to hear the first
ESIR broadcast."

Full details on the promotional caatpaign vere

promised the next day.?*’’*^

^^Conversation vith Craney, op. cit.
^*^%utte Daily Post. (Jan. 18, 1929).
(Jan. 29, 1929).
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The yoimgsters vho muted the radio sets^^ had to secure three
suhscription blanks for the newspaper and sign up three subscribers,
with the first month's subscription paid In advance.

When the

youngster returned to the Post offices with the three subscriptions
and the money, he would receive a free radio, "purchased from the
Shiner Furniture Company."

All youngsters were urged to "act soon,"

because the opening broadcast of radio station KGIR had been scheduled
for the following evening.
Thursday, Jan. 31, 1929, the newspaper reported
With the strcdce of 6:00 tomij^, Bisbte...
will go (m the air when radio station KGIR opens
Its 12-hour dedicatory prograsis for Its new
studios In the Shiner Building on West Park. Butte
radio listeners will adjust their loudspeakers
e#d earphones to hear a diversified program of
music and talking, furnished by talent from this
city and Anaconda, Including the Butte Mines Band,
the Butte Male Chorus...two of the city's largest
musical organizations. Following the opening
announcement and frequency call. In compliance
with federal regulations, the station will be
formally dedicated with a -p ra ^ r by the Rt. Rev.
George P. Finnegan of Helena.^®
The opening broadcast of the station generated ccmslderable
Interest and m s considered highly successful.

Craney recalled that

approximately 3,000 so-called "crystal sets" were sold "almost
ovemlg^" and that "elevator operators m r e carrying the sets around
with them."^^

The Post reported:

^^*^The "radio sets" m r e In fact samai crystal sets, which m r e
satisfactory for reception but relatively Ineqwnslve to manufacture.
^^%utte Pally Post. (Jan. 30, 1929).
^50ibld.. (Jan. 31, 1929).
^^Conver satIon with Craney, op. elt.
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The Butte program «as heard In all parts
of the country and more than 1,000 telegrams
vere received from the midwest states, the
intermountaln territory, and the Pacific Coast.
Hundreds of visitors stood outside the glass
enclosed studio on the fourth floor of Shiner's
last night and looked on as some of the best talent
in Butte and Anaconda stood before the microphone.
The "mike," which has frightened even stage and
screen veterans idien they stood before it for the
first time, brought several cases of stage fright
but the program vent off smoothly. E. B. Craney,
manager of the station, encouraged by the hundreds
of telephone calls and telegrams which beggm to
arrive early in the evening, spent a few moments
in expressing his gratification.252
The regular staff of the radio station was augmented with volunteer
assistants during the first several days of broadcasting.

The

regular staff included Craney, office girl Mary Lubick, licensed
operator Ralph Stewart, and a former hoisting engineer on the Butte
Hill— Leo McNuUin— as salesman.
It should be noted at this point in the study of radio station
KGIR that the Butte Daily Post consistently cultivated a curious
negative attitude toward the radio station in a majority of the
early-day news stories concerning KGIR.

Early in the month of

January, 1929* when reporting on the construction of the station,
the newiqpaper stated:
Broadcasting from KGIR, Butte 's newest
radio station, will have practically no
effect upon reception from larger stations
which are usually heard here...,KGIR is at
a ccmgested ^ot on the dial.^^

^^^utte Daily Post* (Feb. 1, 1929).
gqq
Conversation with Craney, og. cit.
25^utte Daily Post. (Jan. 3> 1929).
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-93The Post, reporting on the dedicatory broadcast of the station,
observed that
besides providing excellent entertainment,
/the broadcai^ proved to Butte radio fans that
sets of average quality vould have no trouble
tuning out KGIR and bringing in such other nearby
and popular stations as X3EX, Portland, and KSL,
Salt Lake. On most sets a turn of tvo or three
points on the dial tuned out KGIR and an additional
fev points brought the other stations in.
Most of the Post nevs stories concerning the raidio station
vere complete and veil-written but generally included a negative
reference of the kind reproduced above.

While many of the

implications of these references could possibly be traced to sarcasm
on the part of the newspaper, it should be recalled that 1929 still
found much of the standard radio broadcasting spectrum overcrowded,
despite the efforts of the Federal Radio Commission to more effectively
regulate radio broadcasting station interference.

It may have

been, therefore, a genuine concern for the Butte radio fan that
motivated the Post to include references to the reception of stations
other than KGIR.
The radio station operated on a schedule of eight hours of
programming each day during February, 1929.

Phonograph records vere

frequently used cm the programs, but their use created a dilemma for
Craney.

He esqalained that the quality of the phcmograph recordings

frequently vas much better than that of the local "live" programs.
For this reason KGIR atteiqited to include more locsüL programs in the

^ ^utte Daily Post. (Feb. 1, 1929).
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daily schedule, and this occasionally got him Into trouble, particularly
with the musicians union:
We had an agreement vith the musicians union...
which Insisted that we have live talent <m. We
couldn't put on any Tom, Dick or Harry after we
opened up because we had to have union musicians.
We sort of settled the thing by agreeing to hire
the size orchestra they wanted us to hire. But,
we hired the same one each night. We knew before
long that they would soon play through their
repertoire...and that before long people would be
telling them about It. That's exactly what
happened.
Later on, the union said we had to have eight
pieces. I told the secretary of the union we would
be happy to have his orchestra and would give
t h m the time If he would go out and sell it. He
wasn't too successful.
We got Into trouble where we would have a kid's
show and would have to hire some union musician
to play for the kids; and sometimes a kid who had
been singing with his mother playing for him
couldn't sing with somebody else playing for him.
We got Into a few arguments on that, too. Finally,
It settled down where. If we had the unlWg
musician on hand, the mother could play.^
Five weeks following the formal opening broadcast from reidlo
station K6IB the Butte station broadcast the Inaguration of
President Herbert

Hoover.^ 7

Butte city schoolswere closed, and the

youngsters were ushered Into theaters and auditoriums to hear the
special program.

Craney recalled the cost of the broadcast was

$1,04$, most of which was covered by contributions from local

^^Conversation with Craney, og. cit. Charles Caaqtbell, XXSL,
related a similar Incident Involving the musicians union.
^Tddditlooal details regarding the arrangements for this NBC
broadcast are found In the section, "The Station Built to Sell
Radio Receivers," In this study.
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Approximately one year folloving the opening broadcast of KGIR
the station moved to a nearby building and occiq>ied vhat had been the
office of "the copper king,” William Clark.
served as the headquarters for Clark's

The building had once

n e v s p a p e r .^59

jn

1937, KGIR

Vas moved to Kissler— a tiny community approximately seven miles vest
of Butte— and the station pover vas increased to $,000 vatts, and a
non-dlrectional antenna vas authorized for the station.

The

antenna and transmitter are in use today, althou^ there have been
frequent atteaq>ts to change the non-directional feature of the
station.

Craney remembered that
ve had to fight like hell to keep those birds
off £pur frequency^ out in the sticks. We vould
end up before the ccmmisslon often. We've taken
back some notable vitnesses from Montana to appear
for us, vhich has helped.

Station KGIR emd the radio broadcasting Industry in general
truly became ing»ortant to listeners and advertisers folloving the
election to the presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1932, according
to Craney:
Radio... really got its jump ahead in the lives
of people...after FDR vas elected and he started
his fireside chats, Radio broadcasting vas looked
upon by advertisers as not much until FDR started
his fireside chats during the Depression. Ms took
the front page off the nevspapers and put in on

Conversation vith Craney, og. cit.
^^Craney recalled Clark's nevspaper had only recently shut dovn
before the station moved to the nevspaper building.
"non-directional" antenna radiates a signal of the same strength
in a 360-degree pattern.
^Conversation vith Craney, og. cit.
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-96radlo and that hullt the lHQ>ortance of radio
tremendously. I think radio had a very difficult
time up to that point... .radio tgined stature
there and began to make money.
Craney continued to experience difficulty with the Anaconda
Copper Mining company and the Montana Power Company, particularly in
regard to the comipany's newspaper.
alleged,

the ACM forced

On one occasion, Craney has

advertisersin the city of Anaconda tostay

away from radio advertising:
We used to. have a studio in Anaconda emd
operated from down there. We had a fellow living
down there in the hotel emd one day he called me
up emd said everybody was cancelling. He said,
"All up and down the street, they (the newspaper
representatives and representatives of the ACM)
have been telling these fellas they are going to
close up the paper unless they (the advertisers)
get off the radio. Where they own the buildings,
they are telling them_they have to pay up their
back rent right n o w . " ^ 3
Craney states this incident occurred shortly after the ACM
had issued a policy statement to all company-owned newspapers,
instructing each newspaper to ignore news of radio stations in the
respective communities.

Craney said he thought there never was

any appreciable moderation in the policy and said his station never
again did much advertising business in Anaconda.

^^Conversation with Craney, 0£. cit.
^ 3%bid. Asked when the incident occurred. Craney said he believed
it was approximately six months following thé shutdown of the dark
newspaper in Butte, 1929.
Craney's allegation regarding the ACM policy that its newspapers
should Ignore radio is unsupported by documented evidence. However, a
survey of company-owned newspapers reveals a remarkable reduction in the
number of news stories about radio stations, beginning about 1930.
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-97Butte has a long history of violence.

The Clark and Daly feud

disrupted the city for many years, followed by the running trouble
between the ACM and the various trade and mining unions.

In this

environment, it is not surprising that radio station KGIR became the
focal point of a short but bitter dispute during a strike of miners
against the coogpany in I936. The incident, according to Craney, almost
resulted in the loss of the radio station in Butte.
Craney remembered he was returning to Butte from a trip to the
East when his salesman, Leo McNullin, met him at the railroad depot
with the news that the miners union considered the radio station
"unfair” as the result of a news story on the station.

The story,

said Craney, concerned a strike in Syracuse, where the mayor of that
city was quoted by the KGIR announcer as saying, "Here's a man among
men.” The union, said Craney, charged the announcer had said, "Here's
a man that is a man.” Whatever significance the union read into the
statement, it was a fact a union ccmnittee "was going around town,
knocking off all of our advertising. "^ 5
Craney said he reacted by asking the union secretary for
clarification of the issue.

He was invited to a special meeting of

the union officials:
I sat and talked to them...they left. The
(Robinson) union secretary called me about fifteen
or twenty minutes later and told me I was still

^^Conversation with Craney, 0£. cit.
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unfalr. I said, "Look, you're Just breeding
a scab on your nose with the best friend in
town. Nobody reads your damn paper, you
can't get anything in the company paper, and
you're Just barking up the wrong t r e e ^ d I'm
not going to take this laying d o w n . " ^
Another meeting was scheduled for the same day, this time between
Craney and maabers of the union central committee.

The station

owner walked to the Carpenters Hall, a block from the radio station
studios in downtown Butte:
There were about fifty to seventy-five guys in
this room and they all wanted to talk at once and
they all wanted to know what the hell I was planning
to do and blah, blah, blah. I said to them "I
don't have much money, but while I have some money
I'm going to keep this thing running. When I close
it down, you guys aren't going to get it because
you don't have enough money. The Anaconda Coiqpany
will buy i ^ You'd hate like hell to see that
happen...
Craney walked from the meeting back to the radio station.

When

he arrived, there was a telephone call for him from the sixth floor
of the Hennesey building— the offices of the ACM.

Craney said he

told the party on the other end of the telephone that
"I'm going to tell you exactly the same thing.
I don't know how many stool pigeons you have
over there (in the union hall}...I know damn
well now, with you guys calling me, that you
probably instigated them declaring us unfair
to begin with...I've never seen a strike around
here yet that you guys didn't start.
"While my money lasts, you can broadcast, they
can broadcast. When my money runs out, somebody's
going to buy it. I'll find somebody from outside
of town that will be a goddamn sight harder on
you birds than I am"...*^

^^Conversation with Craney, ©£» cit.

2oTibid.
“ °Ibid.
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-99FoUovlng the Incidents with representatives of the company and
the union, Craney determined to go on the air on the broadcast station
the same evening with an explanation of what had happened and why it
had happened.

He placed announcements on the station, promoting the

special broadcast at 9 that evening, then dispatched a copy of his
scheduled talk to the union representatives aCLong with a note offering
the union 1$ minutes to reply to his statement.
I gave the letter to the Western Union kid...
and in another 30 minutes, I was "fair" with the
miner's union. I've never had any trouble with
them since...and ney% had any trouble with the
company after that.

As radio station KGIR prospered during the early 1930s Craney
began to realise that to attract the lucrative national advertising
business his station would have to have a larger audience potential.
Clearly, the one radio broadcasting service in Butte did not constitute
the size market that would readily attract national advertisers.
Craney saw two possibilities.

He could construct a $0,000 watt

broadcast station that could— because of the tremendous power— reach
virtually all of the major population centers in the state, and a
majority of the scattered rural population as well.

Or, he could

construct several smaller radio stations in the major population
centers, linking each of the smaller stations with KGIR in Butte.
While the latter was his second choice, Craney elected to encourage

^^Conversation with Craney, 0£. cit.
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the development of radio stations in the major communities relatively
close to Butte.270
With some financial encouragement Arom Craney, the "People 's
Forum of the Air" vas incorporated in Helena and made application to
the Federal Communications Commission for a license for a 2^0-vatt
broadcast station.

271

Permission vas granted, and on Sept. 27, 1937,

it vas announced radio station XPFA vould be on the air from Helena

—

Oct. 1 with a power of 250 watts and an assigned frequency of 1210
kilocycles.

KGIR staff mwmiber K. 0. NacPherson was dispatched to

Helena to manage the new broadcasting station.

On Sept. 29, 1937, a

large advertisement appeared in the Helena newspaper which read,
"RCA All the Way, KFFA, 1210 on your dial, telephone 8$7."272 However,
that is the only reference to the first broadcasts of the station that
could be located in a study of the Helena newspaper during the months
of September, October, and Hovember, 1937.

The Helena radio station

became an affiliate of the Rational Broadcasting Comqpany.^^
Meantimm, Craney had been searching for another market for a
broadcast station to be included in the proposed "regional network"
arrangenwnt of sbhLLL broadcast stations, linked to the major station
in Butte.

Boseman was his choice and in I939, KRBN Broadcasters was ^

incorporated and made application for a 2$0 watt station at l4$0

^^Conversation with Craney, o£, cit.
^^ormer Montana flovemor Sam C. Ford was secretary-treasurer of
the corporation.
^ %eiena Independent lecord. (Sept. 27, 1937).
^Conversation with Craney, 0£. cit.
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kllocycles.

The station vas officially opened Aug. 15, 1939# as an ^

HBC affiliate.

Studios vere located in the Baxter Hotel in dovntovn

Bozeman, and the transmitter vas located just south of the city.^^^
The Helena broadcasting station cost approximately $12,000 for equip
ment and supplies.

The Bozeman station cost approximately $40,000,

although XBBN had a separate transmitter building constructed (m a
farm vhich had to be purchased in order to acquire the transmitter
site.275
By October, 1939, the three KBC-affiliated stations vere able to
be linked together by so-called "land-line" telephone circuits in a
three-station "netvork."

Craney had arranged for reversible lines^?^

to connect the cities, vhich enabled any one of the three to "feed"
the other tvo at any time the lines vere not in use for the HBC
programs.

All HBC programs vere fed from the station in Butte, vhich

placed KGIR in the position of being the "flagship" station and the
originating station for a majority of the local

programs.

^77

FoUovlng World War II, tvo additional stations vere constructed.
Stations XZLL, IGLssoula, and KZIK, Great Falls, began broadcasting in
I9I7 .as HBC affiliates.

Each of the nev stations vas formed under the

^ \ h e transmitter plant is nov used as studios and transmitter
for the station. CaU. letters have been changed to KXXL.
^Conversation vith Craney, og. cit. Craney states the Helena
stati<m leased a building from Intermountain College.
27^Reversible lines permit tvo-vay exchange of broadcast material.
The arrangement is not coamionly found in station interconnection.
277coavaraation vith Craney, o£. cit.
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ausplces of a separate corporation, althou^ Craney held controlling
financial interest in each.^®
As the regional network expanded to five stations, Craney sought
a distinctive trademark or "brand" for the group of stations.

He

searched the broadcasting journals and found a combination of call
letters not in use— XL.

Shortly after the war the stations in Butte,

Helena, and Bozeman received new call letters, all employing the
combination "XL."

The new stations in Missoula emd Great Falls received

their original broadcast licenses with the combination in the cAll
letters assigned.

To identify the group of stations as a whole, Craney

called the regional network "The Z-Bar Network."

In late 19^7, the

Z-Bar Network was ccaoposed of KXLF, Butte j KXLQ, Bozeman, KXLJ, Helena;
KXLL, Missoula and KX1£, Great F^dls.

In addition to operating as a

true network in the technical sense, tin» on the stations frequently
was sold to national advertisers at a package rate.

Craney recalled

Montana was a place that if a national
advertiser did not need to come in here, he
would usually stay out. Distribution v & b
eqienslve in this state. We made it easier
to reach a goodly portion of the state.^'°

^^Conversation with Craney, 0£, cit. Pat M. Goodover was early
involved with the Missoula station as manager. Barclay Craighead was
the main figure in the Great Falls station.
^^Ibid. At this time Craney also had formed the Pacific Northwest
Broadcasters, primarily as a sales network. The PNB included all of
the Z-Bar Network stations as well as stations XXL, Portland, Ore.;
KXLY, ^dkane. Wash.; XXUB, SUensburg, Wash., and KING, Seattle, Wash.
Craney had financial interest in the Portland, Spokane and Ellensburg
stations. He contends the PNB helped the Montana Z-Bar Network
stations considerably, because advertisers often would buy all of the
stations simply to get advertising into the Seattle, Portland, and
Spokane markets.
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-103Craz&ey encountered considerable difficulty from the Federal
(Communications Commission regarding the programming structure of the
Individual stations ulthln the Z-Bar letwork.

The Commission questioned

the apparent excessive use of "netvork" In comparison vith the amount
of so-called "local" programs at each station.

The problem became

particularly troublesome following World War II:
Helena happened to be
for reneval at the
\ time. They (the FCC) questioned the amount of
time of netvork that I had, and I decided that
ye had gem» throuf^ this vith the FCC often
enough...and that ve ought to have a hearing...
out here. I vas particularly anxloua to have
It on the Eelena,gtatlon since ve alvays broadcast
the legislature."^
The proposed hearing never vas conducted.

Craney's attorney In

Washington, D. C., former Montana Senator Burton K. Wheeler, persuaded
the government to drop the scheduled hearing and accept an affadavlt
outlining the sommduit unusual arrangement of netvork prograaatlng In
lieu of the hearing.

The Commmlsslon, recalled Craney, vas concerned

that the so-called "netvork" vas usurping too much of the program
time of each statlcu at the eqiense of local programs.

In effect, the

local stations In each city vere participants In the netvork programs,
not merely relay outlets for programs from one central p(Ant.

following

this Incident the re-licensing of the Z-Bar Hetvork stations vas not
seriously contested on the same grounds.

®®®Conversaticm vith Craney, o£. clt.
^ ^Ibld. Material collected for exhibit at the proposed Commission
hearing by the Z-Bar Hetvork subsequently vas submitted to the Peabody
foundation fmd resulted In an award for coverage of the legislature,
19l»7.
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-l(AIn Craney* 8 oplnlcm, the collective nature of the Z*3ar Hetvork
made it possible for the stations to conduct broadcasts of a public
service nature that otherwise would have been economically prohibitive:
Ve were able to show /fo the PCÇ3 .. .that
without the network, the local station would
have a hard time justifying the expense it
went to for the kind of broadcast it put on.
Vith t M help from other towns in Montana on
the network it was a fine network feature, but
for the local station to devote the time and
hire the people necessary to stay up there at
the legislature during the day...it just wasn't
in the cards.282
The Z-Bar Hetwork remained intact until 1957, when Craney began
to liquidate the individual stations.

He had become involved with

television in Butte and Helena and was conducting a bitter dispute
with the owners add operators of cable television in Helena.
The thing ^elevisio^ was so bad in the
state.,.and we got involved with fighting the
cable situation with hearings and lawsuits...
I just decided life was too short.
You had a situation tAiere the cable people
were wanting to buy the Helena station (radio
and television) and I just didn't want to sell
to the#. I felt...you shouldn't have the same
people in the same business in the same town.
They had a $1,430,000 lawsuit..charging me with
anti-trust. For the last three years all I
had been doing was payi^ lawyers, so I decided
to get out. Joe Sample^^made a deal with them
that they would dismiss the lawsuit and he would
get both stations (radio and television, blena)
and work out a deal with them in Helena.

^Conversation with Craney, 0£. cit.
283joseph S. Sample, owner of Qarryowen Stations KOOK AM-TV,
Billings, and K O f AM-TY, Butte.
^^Conversation with Craney, ot. cit. KXLJ AM-TY in Helena
was sold to the Helena TY, Inc., March, I96I.
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-105Prior to the difficulty vith the cable television interests,
Craney had begun to repeat in televisicm the pattern of ownership
he had established in radio.

Butte and Helena vere on the air stations

in 195T# and Craney had applications before the FCC for television
stations in Missoula and Great Falls.
The impact of the Z-Bar Hetvork on the development of radio
broadcasting in Montana is isgxassible to assess in this study.
Clearly, the five radio broadcasting stations of the netvork constitute
a major contribution to the development of radio broadcasting vithin
the state.

Cran^ has offered some observations on the Significance

of the netvork:
hope vas that it vas going to try to
make Montana pec^le realize that there vas
more in Montana than the little tovn that they
lived in. Montana is a tremendously big state,
and all over Montana pecqple get tied too close
to the little tovn that they are in.
Butte, possibly, vas the vrong place to
have this thing start because Butte vas thought
of...as trying to run everything...and over the
past has been distrusted. Ify hope vas to be
able to make a state out of this thing instead
of a feudal system of individual gj^^ies. I
think ve helped somevhat in that.'

^^Conversation vith Craney, og. cit.
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THE VOICE OF FIVE GREAT VALLEYS
Radio broadcasting vas not nev to Mleeonla in 1931.

The University

of Montana radio broadcasting station, KUOM, had operated vith reasonable
consistency until 1929.^®^ Hovever, for Arthur J. Nosby, owner and
operator of Nosby's Electric shop, radio broadcasting reception in

1931 vas not good enough and not consistent enough to encourage the
sale of radio receiving sets.
construct a radio station.

The ansver, as Mosby saw it, was to

Thus, on Jan. 18, 1931, radio station KSffO

began broadcasting.^^
MoSby has remembered:
When out demonstrating sets, we didn't
get home until 1 or 2 in the morning and we
had wiring through the shop..and had to be
down there at 7:30 in the morning to get the
boys off to work. So ve started this thing
/the radio static^ to relive that load.
People got to liking it... ^
Mosby had experimented with radio broadcasting prior to the
opening of radio static» KGVO in 193I.

In 1928, he attempted to

brc»dcast a Mi ssCTil<|||^rformance of the famous Sousa Band:
I had %^ehased from Eormsn^®^ a 10-watt
transmitter for $300. Finally, with the help
of Sid Howard I got it vorking. Ve got a
vooden bowl...strapped the microphone to the
front of it and held it in place vith rubber
bands. Ve called
everybody aroiad here
that had a crystal set...to tune in to the
big program coming up. Sousa came out oh the
Vilma theater stage and started making his

^®®See "Broadcasting frcm the University," in this study.
^®^Daily Missoulian. (Jan. I8, 1931).
^Conversation vith A. J. Mosby, Missoula, Mont., Mar. 13, 19^3.
^ ^ o r m a n Mosby, younger brother of A. J., vho lived in Ealispell.
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-107lutroductions. Then he spotted this micro
phone and saidj "Good God, there's a micro
phone,” and he picked it up and threv it
against the sail of the theater and ^ o k e it.
The microphone was vorth about $125.^^
Radio station KGVO vas authorized to operate at 1420 kilocycles
vith 100 vatts of pover in 1931*

The transmitter vas constructed in

the Mosby Electric shop from nev parts ordered in Spokane, old parts
from the original KEBB transmitter in Havre, and some radio receiving
set pairts.

Mosby and his associates foUoved a diagram frcsa an amateur

radio magazine in assembling the unit\
Union Block^^ on East Main Street.

Studios vere located in the

The "flattop antenna” vas suspended

from tovers atop the Union Block building and the Missoula Mercantile
Cosqpany building, across the alley from the Union Block.
Construction of the radio station began early in December, 1930.
Before Christmas, 1930, Mosby announced that the station vould be on
the air about Jan. 1$, 1931, vith programs from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
daily.

He reported that most of the equiiment had been installed and

that James A. Barber of Campbell, Mo., had been hired as announcer.^ 3
Jan. 13, 1931/ test broadcasts vere under vay vith a plea from Mosby
for out-of-tovn listeners to report the quality of the reception.
On Saturday, Jan. 17, 1931, Mosby completed final arrangements for
the opening broadcast the foUoving day.

A final test program vas

^^Convèrsaticm vith Mosby, 0£. cit.
^^The Union Block is nov ovned by Mosby andhas been renamed thé
Radio Central Building, althou^ no radiostations arelocated there.
^^Conversation vith Mosby, 0£. cit.
^ ^Daiiy Missoulian. (Dec. 23, 1930).
^Ibid., (Jan. 13, 1931).
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-108conducted from 1 a.m. to 6 a.m. Jan. 10, and the formal opening broad
cast was begun at 1 p.m. the same afternoon.

Missoula Mayor W. H. .

Beacom gave the Introductory address, which was followed by ^
of local entertainment.^^

hours

Mosby had recalled that "when we opened

up, there were people crowding on the back stairway.

The halls were

packed...it was quite a novelty.
Mosby said the sales of radio receiving sets began to increase
following-the start of regular broadcasting.

Programs generally were

made of local talent, although a few phonograph records were used.
Sunday was the iaq>ortant day for tbie presentation of local talent, with
personalities such as "The Kilowatt Kid, pianist; Whistling Sally;
Sol Andresen, the girl tenor, and Kelvinator Katy" appearing often.
Other artists frequently heard on the early-day broadcasts of the
station were "Nr. Kreidle, the zither artist; The Singing Saw; Ike,
Mike and the Uke and Joe Mudd, the Sensational KGVO Juvenile Songster.
Once each week, the Missoula City Bank conducted a special radio
concert, paid for by the Musicians Union Local 126.

Mosby has recalled

that "Larry Daly was the secretary of the Missoula band... .Se played
the drums and was very anxious to get on the air."^^

^ ^Daily Missoulian, (Jan. 10, 1931) • Only a small amount of in
formation was published in the newspaper regarding the radio station.
^^Conversation with Mosby, cj£. cit.
^ ^Dailv Missoulian. (Feb. 0, 1931).
^ I b i d . , (Feb. 1, 1931)7
^^Conversation with Mosby, o£. cit.
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-109Whether the Nuslcians Union Local 126 vas the first advertiser
KCRTO had on the air, it soon hecaae clear to Mosby that thebroadcasting
stationhad the potential to support itself through the sale of
advertising messages.

Hovever, the early 1930b and the eccmcoic

situation of that period had adversely affected the economy of Missoula
as veil as that of the state and the nation.

Mosby has said that

the early days vere rough going. It vas
quite a job to meet a payroll, particularly
in the panic of 1932. It vas a job to sell
enou^ to meet the payroll...then, too, the
only vay you could sell anything vas to trade
it out. We traded out groceries for advertising,
clothing and things like that for the boys.
That's vhat they vere paid off vith, plus a fev
bucks extra....I had to borrov money on my
house on University Avenue to make it through
this period. 3 ^
By 1935 radio station KOPTO vas beginning to prosper, and Mosby
received authorization to increase the pover of the stati(m to 1,000
vatts.

The tenfold increase in pover made it necessary to construct

a transmitter plant five miles vest of the city.

In 1936, KQVO began

broadcasting vith l,0OO vatts at 1290 kilocycles and received permission
in 1938 to increase pover to 5,000 vatts during the daylight hours,
retaining 1,000 vatts for radio broadcasting after sundovn.
Radio station KGVO became affiliated vith the Columbia Broad
casting System in 1936. CBS made affiliates of XGWO and KFBB in
Great Falls at the same time, although Mosby has said the arrangement

3®®Conversation vith Mosby, og. cit.
3°^Ibid.
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-no
vas almost ended before It ever started.

He related that the CBS

representatives established $$00 as the fee KGVO vould pay each month
for the netvork service, lAlle the charge vas $1,000 at KFBB.

The

negotiations betveen the netvork and the station vere customarily
confidential.

Hovever, vhen the formal contracts betveen each station

and the netvork vere returned by mall from Hev York City, KGVO received
the KEBB contract and KFBB received the B3V0 contract.

The Great Fans

station management Immediately recognized the Missoula station vas
being charged exactly half the monthly fee In Great Fans.

The matter

vas renegotiated, and KFBB vas required to pay only $7$0 each month
for the CBS netvork service.3^^ In 1936 netvork service consisted of
tvo hours of programming each day, although Mosby stated the quality
of the broadcasts vas good.
The addition of CBS programs to the regular dally schedule of
radio station KGVO "gave us more prestige... something to sen.

As

time vent on, ve learned hov to get more shovs on...found that ve
could go to the good customer

of the largp corporations

and ask him

to request the company to put Missoula on the netvork."303
The late 1930s vas a prosperous period for Mosby and radio station
KGVO.

Broadcasting In Missoula had progressed considerably since the

early days of commercial advertising on KGVO;

302conversatlon vith Mosby, 0£. clt.
303ibid.
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In 1932 «e got advertising because the people
that ve oved money to In the electrical business
got alarmed and vere afraid I vould go broke, so
they bought tliw on the air so I could pay up
their bills.304
In 1939, the broadcasting station studios vere moved to 132 West
Front Street.

The nev location vas a broadcasting shovplece, vith

studios and facilities often described as "the best vest of the
Mississippi."^^

Mosby spared no expense on the nev studios, consisting

of one large studio "A" and tvo smaller studios, nevsroom, recording
library, sales offices, and tvo private offices.
radio station

MVO

The nev location of

In 1939 formerly housed an auto supply firm on the

ground floor and a house of prostitution on the second floor.

Mosby

purchased the building In 1938 for $6,000 and vas anxious to begin
remodeling the second floor for the radio station:
After ve bought the building, I vent upstairs
and found out It vas an old vhorehouse. I told the
vcsaan ve had bought the thing and that she vould
have to get out. She said she had paid her rent
three months In advance.
^
Well, vhen that time vas up, Marlon Dlxon^
and I vent up there to talk to her and tell her
ve vanted to get In there to remodel. She called
us a bunch of sons-of-bitches and so on, then
called her boyfriend, vho vas a cab driver. He
came up there and vanted to knock us out, so ve
left. But It vasn't.yery long after that she vas
persuaded to leave.^ '

^(^Conversation vith Mosby, 0£. clt.
^(^See "Id Krebsbach and Station KOCX," this study.
3®^larlon Dixon vas a long-time ei^loyee of KGVO.
engaged In Insurance and real estate In Missoula.

He nov Is

^(^Tconversatlon vith Mosby, 0£. clt.
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When caryentere began remodeling work on the second floor of the
Front Street location, they discovered a clever device that had been
used during the Prohibition period.

Mosby said that "in the partitions,

they had put In copper cans with a faucet attached, hidden behind a
picture."308
Radio station KOTO continued broadcasting from the studios on
Vest Front Street until an early aomlng fire In 19^9 badly damaged
the studios, control room, and recording library.

Temporary studios

were hastily constructed In the Radio Central Building, 3^9

the

station did not miss any time on the air, a fact with which Mosby has
found considerable satisfaction.

Re has stated that It took a little

more than 36 hours to re-establish regular station operations from the
temporary studios.

During the 36-hour transitional period, all

programming originated from the station's transmitter building, west
of the clty.^°
In 1951 Mosby constructed a $73,000 transmitter plant south of
Missoula and received authorization from the FCC to broadcast at 3,000
watts of power fulltime, with directional antennas during the nondaylight hours.

In 1956, the KOTO studios on West Front Street were

restored, and the station moved from the teqporary quarters In the
Radio Central Building.3 ^
On Rov. 4, 1939, Mosby sold radio station KOTO to Dale C. Moore,

3®®Conversatlon with Mosby, 0£. clt.
3^^%he Radio Central Building formerly was named the Union Block,
where station KOTO first began broadcasting In 1931.
310Conversatlon with Modby, 0£. clt.

3^^1d.
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>

operator of radio stations KCAP, Eelena, and KSm, Bozeman.

Moore

retains ownership today. 3 ^
Although the development of radio station EORTO is not as colorful
as that of many of the other early-day broadcasting stations in Montana,
it was an img^ortant link in the consistent growth of broadcasting in
the western part of the state.

Mosby has steadfastly encouraged

superior news on radio and was one of the first broadcasters in the
Rocky Mountain area to employ a full-time news director and news
staff.

KGVO enjoyed a radio broadcasting monopoly in Missoula

until IS^lf when Id Craney established radio station KILL,

lowever,

KGVO continues to use the slogan developed by Mosby in 1931 for use
on the station Identification breaks— "The voice of five great
valleys...KGVO, Missoula."

3^^roadcasting. Yearbook issue, I963, p. B-Ul.
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TEE PERIODS OP ADJUmNEET, 8TABIMTI,
AID RAPID CEAE(3
Prom 1932 to 1937, nev radio station construction halted In
Montana.

The effects of the Depression discouraged nev Investment

despite the grovlng popularity of radio broadcasting and Its apparent
lsq»ortance In the lives of the people.

In 1937 the spell vas broken

vhen Ed Craney constructed a broadcasting station In Helena, marking
the beginnings of the state's first regional netvork and the first
atteflQ)t at gro\q> ownership of radio stations In Montana.

In 1939,

Craney established XBBN In Bozeman.
Three months before the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, eastern
Montana's third radio station began broadcasting.

The Star Printing

Company In Miles City established radio station XRJP at 13^0 kilocycles
vith 2$0 vatts of pover.

Studios and transmitter for the broadcasting

station vere located on South Haines Avenue, near the Miles City
Country Club.^^^
On Friday evening, Sept. 5, 19^1, XRJP vent on the air for the
first time vith
dedicatory exercises...conducted last nlg^t
from T to 10, formally opening to the public
Miles City's newest and Montana's tenth radio
station. One full hour vas devoted to the
dedicatory inrOgram, followed by an hour of

^^^Adidltlonal observations on the Important role of radio In this
period can be found In "HOIR and the Z-Bar Hetvork," this study.
31^Ibld.
3^% l e a City Dally Star, (Sept. 5, 19kl).
-Ilk-
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-115eatortaimwnt, rendered in person by Mies Sthel
Warren and Joae Silva, banjoiat and guitariat
of Califwnia. 31°
Radio station XBJV vaa one of the first stations in Montana to
take advantage of the recent release of vire service nevs to broadcast
stations.

In 1933, the three major vire nevs agencies— United Press,

Associated Press, and International Revs Service— had suspended
service to all broadcast stations and netvorks.3^7

1^ 0, the three

services reinstated broadcast stations and netvorks to the lease
agreements that theretofore had been reserved only for nevspapers.
XHJF vas among the first broadcast stations in the state to subscribe ^
for vire nevs service.3^®
World War II halted all nev radio station construction in the
United States.

At the time of the beginning of the var in 19kl, netvork

radio broadcasting in the United States had achieved major importance
as one of the favorite mediums of entertainment. Daring the period

1942 through 1945, netvork radio broadcasting achieved additional
ii^ortance through memorable nevs broadcasts.

The Columbia Broadcasting

System in particular, under the direction of Paul White, pioneered
in bringing important var nevs from overseas into the living rooms of
millions of Americans every evening.

Six Montana radio broadcasting

■

stations vere netvork-affiliated during this period and unquestionably

3^^ 1 e s City Daily Star. (Sept. 5, 19^1).
3^Tgn excellent discussion of the vire service boycott of radio
broadcasting can be found in Sydney lead's Broadcasting in America
(Cambridge: The Riverside Press, I956), pp. 138-I39.
^^®Nlles City Daily Star. (Sept. k, 19kl).
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-116profltttd frcm th# hlgh-ealllser nevs presentations of men such as
Eduard A.'Unrrov, Howard K. Smith, Charles CoUingvood, Richard C.
Hottelot, Elmer Baris and 1. V. Kaltenhom.^^^
The wartime years vere a period of relative stability in radio
broadcasting in Montana.

Individual stations consolidated economic

resources from advertising, and station managers vere comforted knowing
cMpetition could not come until the var vas over.
Vhen the var did end, radio broadcasting in Montana eqmnded
rapidly, bringing multiple stations to markets previously dominated
for many years by a single station.

In the period 1922 through 19^5,

a toteuL of 10 commercial radio broadcasting stations vent on the air
in M o n t a n a . V i t h i n three years following the end of Vorld Var II
the total had more than doubled; 12 nev broadcasting stations vent on
the air from 19k6 through 19k8.3^

Multiple station markets existed

in Missoula, Butte, Billings, and Great falls in I9W .

The communities

of Anaconda, Havre, Levistovn, Livingston, and Shelby had acquired one
station each in 19^.322

Btatloms KVBB and KORTO vere affiliated vith CBS. XCBEOi, KGIR,
KFFA, and XBBN vçre affiliated vith BBC. The only other stations in
Montana at this iime— KOCX, KRJ7, and KGEZ— did not becoow netvorkaffiliated until after the var.
19^5» only nine stations vere in operation. Montana's first
station, XBI8, operated I6 months before leaving the air permanently.
3^^roadcasting. Yearbook issue, I963.
322ibid.
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-117The rapid «^^aaslon of radio broadcasting In Montana vas not
unusual, hovevar.

Throag^wut the United States there vas a tremendous

Increase In nev radio station construction.

In October, 194$, there

vere 909 commercial radio broadcasting stations In the United States.
Sixteen months later. In February, IS^T, approximately 600 nev stations
vere on the air or under construction, and there vere more than 700
applications for nev stations still pending before the Federal
Communications Commission.3^3
During the period of expansion In Montana, In the years lmmm#ately
foUovlng the var, there vas an Imerease In the nuMber of stations
under group ovnershlp.

Craney brought In tvo additional stations on

the Z-Bar Betvork, bringing the total number of that group to five
stations.

A. J. Mosby In Missoula constructed a nev station In

Anaconda and seriously planned a $,000-vatt station la (Zreat Falls.3^^
The Great Falls Tribune, ovner and operator of the state's first radio
broadcasting station In 1922, constructed radio station KHQM la 19^8,
thereby giving Great Falls the distinction of being the first Montana
market vith three radio stations.
Absentee ovnershlp develc^d for the first time In the early
postvar years In Montana broadcasting.

A Washington, D. C., consultant

engineer— Frank C. Carman— constructed radio station KOfR In Butte In

19^»8 .3^5 The postvar "boom” In the construction of nev broadcasting

3^%emd, op. clt.. p. 150.
^^elehelt, Clyde., Radio In Montana, term paper (Montana State
University School of Journalism, 19W ) .
3^^Althou|h Carman vas the first individual to exercise absentee
ovnershlp, It vas several years before other Montana stations vere
placed under the same conditions.
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-118statlons hit a peak in 19^7» vith a total of seven nev stations.

From

I9H8 through 1962 an average of tvo nev stations have been constructed
each year, most of them in the relatively small communities of the
state.
The distribution of nev radio broadcasting stations vithin the
state since 1949 is interesting.

At the close of World War II, radio

station distribution involved nine communities:
Billings:

KCSL, 3,000 vatts, BBC affiliate

Butte:

KZV, 5,000 vatts, BBC affiliate

Boseman:

KHB% 250 vatts, HBC affiliate

(treat falls:

KIBB, 3,000 vatts, CBS affiliate

Helena:

KPFA, 250 vatts, BBC affiliate

Kalispell:

KOBZ, 100 iwtts, no affiliation

Miles City:

KRJF, 250 vatts, no affiliation

Missoula:

XSFO, 5,000 vatts, O S affiliate

Sidney:

KOCX, 1,000 vatts, no affiliation

In the postvar "explosion" of the number of broadcast stations
it Is interesting to trace the development on an annual basis:
1946:

KAIA, Anaconda; OMÏ, Billings.

1947:

now, Butte; KXXX, Qrea^alls; EQIN,
Havre; KZLO, Levistovn^^; XFfK,
Livings^^; KXLL, Missoula; K8BH,

3^4he use of the "XL" in the call letters of this station vas
coincidental to the Z-Bar Hetvork use of the same combination. There
vas no financial or program relationship betveen the netvork and KZLO.

3271947 vas the peak year for the construction of nev stations.
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KGFB, Butte; KZCH, Glendlve; KMOi,
Great Falls.

1949:

XBNV, Bozeman; KCAP, Helena.

I99O:

KLCB, Lltby.

1951;

KOOK, Billings.

1952:

Ho nev radio stations constructed.

1953:

Ho nev radio stations constructed.^®

1954:

XUTZ, Glasgov.

195$:

XOXH, Billings; KBDI, Great Falls;
KOfT, Kalispell; X«B> IfiMoala*

1996:

Ho nev radio stations constructed.

1957:

Km*,

1998:

Ho nev radio statimas constructed.

1959:

KGfV, Belgrade; KDRL, Billings.

i960:

Ho nev radio stations constructed.

1961:

KLTQ, Hamilton; KRBH, Red Lodge.

1962:

n m , Hardin; KQLB, Glendlve; KPHD-FM,
Plentyvood.

Dillon; KVCK, Wolf Point.

The earlier pattern of bringing radio stations into single station
markets abated considerably folloving 1950, and the tendency has been
to establish nev radio stations in smaller cosasunities.
Three radio stations cited in the listing are not nov broadcasting.
The Federal Ccsamnications Ccssmission has advised it does not keep a
list of stations vhich have surrendered their licenses nor any list

®^®The outbreak of the Korean Var halted construction in 1952 and
1953.
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of stations ahleh recelTad a permit for construction but did not complete
construction.3 ^

lovemer, it should be noted that radio stations

KATS, Eavre; KQCl, Missoula; and KXLL, Missoula, are not nov on the
air.330
Apart from the rapid increase in the number of radio broadcasting
stations in Montana since

the most striking characteristic of the

postvar radio industry in Montana is the tendency toward increased
group ovnershlp of broadcast stations.

In 1)4$, three of the state's

nine broadcasting stations vere ovned in part Iqr one individual or
corporation.33^

In 19^2, I8 of the state's 39 broadcasting stations

vere controlled through group ovnershlp.
Qroiqi ovhership and the properties controlled:
Christian Enterprises, Incorporated:
Qarryowen Stations:

KBRL.

332

KOGK and XXLF.

Harriscope Broadcasting Corporation:
Match, George:

KCFVV, ECHJI,

KOOPB, KNDI,

KFBB.

KflBL.333

329hetter from Ben f . Maple, acting secretary, federal Communications
Commission, Washington, D. C., Sept. 20, I962.
33C^qqj,^ Missoula, vas sold by June, Inc., to Christian Enterprises,
Inc., owners of stations KfflUB, KQfW, and KBRL in April, I963. Radio
station KATR vent off the air sometime in the late 19^0s, but no
record of the exact date has been found.
331?he Z-Bar Metvork, owned by Ed Craney, controlled stations in
Butte, Helena, apd Bozmmsn.
^3%he organisation has acquired radio station KXLL, Missoula, in
addition to the properties listed above.
^^^orge Mateh and his wife are listed as full or part owners of
KAIL and KDTV, both Salt Lake City; Mrs. Match is listed as full or
part owner of K U S All-Tf, K(BM, both Idaho; and KLO, Utah.
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KCAP, XBMT, KCRrO.33^

Tri-County Radio Corporation:

KAIA., K SD.

Other:
KOXI, affiliated vith KQDI, KQDf, both North Dakota.
KOCX, XFHD-ni:
KCDI:

S. B. Krebsbach.

The Eadlock stations.335

Another significant feature of the postvar radio broadcasting
station development in Montana is the increased number of markets
served by one or more stations.
by a IocslL radio station.
one or more radio stations.

In 19^3» nine communities vereserved

In 19^2, 2$ communities vere served by
The period folloving the var also reflects

the tendency of many broadcasters to locate radio stations in relatively
small comminities, including HamdLlton, Dillon, Hardin, Libby, Belgrade,
Volf Point, Red Lodge, and Shelby— all vith less than 4,100 population. 336
In the United States radio broadcasting on the vhole has been
*'a remarkably lucrative industry for those vho vere fortunate enouggi
to receive grants of desirable frequencies in sizeable markets."337
The same statement could be applied to the radio broadcasting industry
in Montana, although the increase in the nuMber of stations vithin
the state has resulted in a general reduction in the profit of
individual stations and significant losses in several of the so-called

^^^Dale Moore is listed as president of each of the three stations,
although each station is incorporated under a different name. See the
1963 Broadqpigbing yearbook issue.
335jaaes F. Hadlock ovns tvo stations in California.

336phe Vorld Almanac, 1963. and BoOk of Facts (lev York City:
» « -------------------- r V **---------------33?Head, eg. cit.. p. 269.
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"major" broadcasting markets in the state.
In the period 19^8 through 1981, radio stations in Billings have
a collective reported loss each year.

That is, all Billings radio

stations together report the industry in that city failed to show any
profit, and reported a peak loss of $111,826 for the year 1961.333
During 1958 all Great Vails radio stations reported a collective
loss of $3,730, while Nissoula and Butte stations together reported a
profit.339
During 1959 Billings reported a loss totaling $83,$40; Great
Falls reported a profit of $$6,897; Nissoula reported a loss of
$22,222, and Butte reported a loss of $6,76h.3^^
During i960 Billings reported a loss of $111,826; Great Falls
reported a profit of $28,908; Missoula reported a loss of $17,019,
and Butte reported a loss of $2,8$8.3^^
During 1961, ail four markets reported a loss with Billings
reporting a hig^ total of $10$,9l6; Great Falls, $1,377; Missoula
$15,652, and Butte, $18,082.3^
While the reported losses reflect generally what was occurring
in the radio broadcasting industry as a lAole, 3^3 the sitxiation was
in contrast to the prosperous period during World War II:

333pinal Broadcast Financial Data—
(Federal Communications
Commission, Washington, D. C., I96IJ. The FCC does not offer a
station-by-statlon breakdown of annual financial reports.
33^inal Broadcast Financial Data— AM-fM, 1958, 0£. cit.

^°Ibid.. 1959.
3^1lbid.. i960.
3^Ibid.. 1961.
3^3ibid.
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-123general measure of the industry's
économie health can he obtained by calculating
the ratio of income to revenue or investment.
Both of these indices rose very rapidly during
the early l^Ws until the glut of postwar radio
stations began to lover the average income. In
1944, the ratio of the income to original costs
had reached I.09, which means that radio stations
as a idiole were realising over 100 per cent of
their total investment in tenable property in
the course of a single y e a r . 3^4
truly meaningful figures regarding the economic health of the
radio broadcasting industry are lacking.

The reported difference

between total broadcast revenues and total broadcast expenses may
indicate a loss, as in the case of the four Montana markets reviewed
in this study. ,However, station owners frequently "write off"
expenses for the acquisition of tangible assets not directly associated
with the opération of the radio station, but associated with the
investment function of the corporaticm.

Consequently, the FCC

financial reports do not accurately reflect the econoadc health of
the broadcasting industry.

At the present time, however, these

reports are the only measure available. 34$ Furthermore, the FCC does
not report the financial conditimi of single stations, thereby
making it impossible to assess thorougdily the economic health of the

16 Montana single-station markets.

344aiad, o£. cit.. p. 268.
34$The Federal Communications Commission has recently instituted
the use of a new form on which stations are to report annual financial
data. The new form is designed to correct many of the deficiencies
outlined above.
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-124In general, however, the owners and operators of Montana's 39

radio broadcasting stations do not appear to be particularly unhap^
about the eccmcalc health of the industry.
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(xmcmsims
In any history of a partlonlar period in human events there
traditionally exists the desire to appraise or evaluate vhat has
happened in terms of the overall effect on the culture.

Others vant

to know, "What does it mean?" or "What consequences did it have?"
It would be very difficult accurately to assess what effects the
development of radio broadcasting has had on the people of Montana.
It does not appear, for example, that the network radio programs-many of them portraying truthfully the cosmopolitan atmosphere of the
Bast and others reporting objectively conflicting views of world
events— had any measurable effect of the general provincial attitude
of most state citizens.

Bor does it appear the radio broadcasting

stations made any particular progress toward breaking down the
traditional opposition of the state regarding strangers, ideas from
Washington, D. C., and industry.
However, Montana's early-dsy radio broadcasting stations contributed
much in the way of breaking the bitter loneliness and isolation of
the ranch or farm.

The nearest radio station often became a genuine

friend of the family— cheerful, dependable, entertaining, informative,
and helpful in emergencies.

The location of the radio station was of

considerable commercial value as well, for the community merchants
found it was profitable to advertise Saturday specials on the radio
to urge the rural patrons into town.

The radio station frequently

-125-
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-126donated free tine on the air for various merchandising schemes,
stimulating trade in the community.

There vas also a general feeling

among the so-called "city fathers”--particularly during the late

1920s and early 1930s--that a cosmmnity vith a radio station "vas on
the map. " 3 ^

During the early period in radio broadcasting development

in Montana many citizens felt a profound personal identification vith
the nearest radio station.

The radio stations respoaded vith a

variety of "service" functions and a standing offer of free announcements
for those vho needed help.

Furthermore, the intimacy betveen listener

and radio station that vas developed in the early history of Montana
broadcasting exercised a certain amount of restraint on radio
programming and, in general, made the broadcasters more cognizant of
their responsibility.

Ed Craney has said:

I think stations operated more in the public
interest, convenience, and necessity during that
time...and tried to limit themselves....Ve didn't
take Ex-Lax, ve didn't sell time to religious
organizations but ve gave it avay to them... .We
did a lot of different things that aren't being
done today....the stations have so much coapetition
today they break dovn their rates and they put
cm so^p^ch advertising in order to try to break
Montana radio broadcasting today does not, generally speaking,
reflect the same kind of responsibility and concern typical of the

3^^or particularly good exaiq>les of the importance attached to
the location of a radio station, consult "Ed Krebsbaeh and Station
KQCX,” in this study.
3^Tconversation vith Craney, 0£. cit.
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-127radlo broadcasting station In the late 1920s and early 1930s.3 ^

The

influence of the early-day radio pioneers in Montana has been diluted
owing to the increased number of radio stations in operation, the high
level of competition for the advertising dollar in most multiple
station markets, and the fact that the pioneers are growing older and
are leaving the radio broadcasting

business.

3^9 They are being

replaced by younger men, trained to be financially successful in an
industry that has a reputation for being lucrative.
Montana's pioneer radio stations "grew

in a particular

community, often miles from the next nearest community with a radio
station, and relatively isolated from signsds from outside stations.350
There were no networks in Montana in the early days of broadcasting.
The early-day broadcasters themselves had no actual eaqperience in the
operation of a radio station.

Concepts for various programs, methods

of conducting programs on the air, service projects for the community
and even hours of operation were most often dictated by the actual
needs of the community the station served.
guide us" was the comment of an early-day

"We had no mother to
a n n o u n c e r .351

The result

was an interesting and varied array of types of radio broadcasting
stations in Montana, each contributing something a little different
and something unique.

With the increase in the number of radio stations

3^A#any Montana stations conduct excellent projects of community
service, news, and special events, however.
3^9Among those who have left radio broadcasting are Craney, Mosby,
Campbell, Treloar, and Wilkins.
350signals from outside radio stations were difficult to receive
particularly after the frequency re-allocation of the Federal Radio
Commission, I926-I93O.
351conversation with Ryan, og. cit.
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-126foUoving World War II and the domlnatlcm of netvork radio broadcasting,
Montana radio stations began to adopt a "metropolitan" program sound
and attempted to emulate radio stations in larger cities that had
successfully thwarted coapetition.

Of particular interest in the history of Montana radio broadcasting
is the motivation for the construction of the early-day radio stations.
While several of the pioneer radio broadcasters felt a radio station
would stimulate the sale of radio receiving sets, at least three of
the pioneers apparently were motivated by nothing more than a genuine
desire for entertainment of the people they

k n e w . 352

a u of Montana's

early-day radio stations were modest broadcasting plants, often
egg)loying second-hand parts from radio receivers and amateur transmitters,
lovever, radio apparatus was very expensive, and even the most modest
plant was worth several thousands of dollars.

Still, several of the

pioneers invested hard-earned dollars from perscmal savings to
construct radio stations "to entertain."

By the late 1920s, of course,

all of them realised radio broadcasting was a powerful advertising
instrument that could be very lucrative.
It was unfortunate that Montana's first radio station— XBIS,
Great Falls, did not remain on the air.

As the first broadcasting

station in the state and under the control of the Great Falls Tribune,
KSfS would have had an opportunity to serve in the role of "pacesetter"

35^he three were Krebsbaeh, Buttrey, and the members of the Flathead
Broadcasting Association. Campbell and Mosby wanted to stimulate the
sale of radio receivers. Craney apparently recognized the commercial
value in terms of advertising when he constructed his station, although
he also was a distributor of wholesale radio parts as well.
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-129for subsequent broadcasting stations, and— because of the financial
resources of the Tribune— would have had the necessary economic reserves
to implement innovations in programs, engineering, and radio broadcasting
service.

Montana's first radio broadcasting station to remain on the

air— X3BB, Havre— began very modestly and during the very early days
did not serve as much more than an infrequent crop and weather reporting
device.
There seems to be little doubt that there was an organized attempt
on the part of the ACM camgma^ newspapers in Ncmtana to ignore news of
radio broadcasting stations after 1930.

An examination of coqmmy

newspapers, located in communities with radio broadcasting stations,
reveals there was a distinct reduction in the number of column Inches
and the frequency with which the newspaper reported news of the local
radio station.353 The exact reasons for the relatively sudden reduction
cannot be documented, although one pioneer radio broadcaster has
alleged the reduction was ordered by the cosqmny from its itate offices
in Butte, sometime in late 1929 or early 1930.35^
The attempt of the Fairmont Corporation in 1931 to purchase the
controlling interest in radio station KFBB is significant, for it
marks the only time the Anaconda Copper Mining conpany attempted to

353rhe Daily Missoulian and Butte Daily Post are examples of the
contrast. Heavy coverage was afforded HOIR, Butte, in 1929, while in
1931 the Daily Missoulian almost completely ignored BPTO, Missoula.
35^Converwtion with Bd Craney, 0£. cit.
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becone directly engaged In broadcasting in Montana.

It is curious that

the ACM company did not recognize the potential of radio broadcasting
during the 1930s and did not attempt at that time to construct radio
stations in communities served by company-owned or controlled newspapers.
The ACM company apparently decided too late.

The heavy opposition to

the proposed purchase of KFBB by the Fairmont Corporation clearly
indicates the feelings of most Montana citizens toward the so-called
"ccmpany press" in the state.355 This development can be contrasted
vith later developments regarding KFBB, when the radio and television
properties were sold to the Earriscope Corporation of California in

1961. Despite the fact the firm is out-of-state and would exercise
absentee ownership control over the broadcasting stations, there were
no protests of the magnitude of intensity associated with the atteipted
Fairmont Corporation ten years

earlier.

356

The names of three men are particularly inportant in the develop
ment of radio broadcasting in Montana.

F. A. Buttrey, Xd Craney, and

1. X. Krebsbaeh are the dominant personalities in the state's radio
broadcasting history.

Xach was a pioneer broadcaster, bringing radio

telephone signals into separate areas of Montana during the 1920s.
Krebsbaeh and Buttrey established radio stations very early and
guided the small, soamwhat crude broadcasting facilities to a place

35^Phe Fairmont Corporation is a wholly owned subsidiary of the
Anaconda Ccpper Mining company and is considered the "holding" company
for the ACM company newspapers formerly published in Montana.
356%her radio stations are owned all, or in part, by newspapers,
but the newspapers are not controlled by ACM; UKV, Great Falls, form
erly owned by the Tribune, and KRJF, Miles City, owned by the Star
Publishing Company.
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-131of prestige and public seznrlce.
Craney established the Butte radio station relatively late In the
early period of Montana's broadcasting history.

However, Craney*s

accomplishaents are perhaps the most significant of any single
Individual In Montana broadcasting.

He was the first to formulate

group ownership of radio stations; he was the first to establish a
regional network of radio stations, and he was the first individual
to formulate group ownership of television stations within the state.357
In 1962, Montana broadcasting has younger men who are making
different but significant contributions to the Industry.

Whether

they will be regarded as lispoirtant to the development of broadcasting
In Montana remains to be seen.

35Tcraney owned KZLF-TV, Butte and KXU-T?, Helena.
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valuable. The interview is 55 minutes in length and is on
tape in the School of Journalism.
0.

PERIODICAL LITERATURE

Broadcasting Yearbook (1963).
An annual publication of Broadcasting magazine, the Yearbook
is a coagirehensive directory for the broadcast industry.
Information is quite detailed and reliable.
H.

HEWSPAPmS

Anaconda Standard (Sept. 2$, I 928). Issues of September were
reviewed for background information.
BiUlngs Ctezette (Hov. 3,
June 9, 192B; Ho v . 28,

1 9 2 2 through
1931).

Dec. 31,

1922;

June 8,

Butte Daily Post (Jan. 3, I 929 through Feb. 1, 1929; other selected
issues in this same period were reviewedfor any additional
background),
T # # i l y Missouliyi (Dec.

23, 1 9 3 0

through Feb. 8,

1931).
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-135(hreat Falls Tribune (May if, 1922 through Nov. 25, 1923; Apr. 26,
1929 through Sept. 15, 1929; M&r. l8, 1954).
The Tribune unquestlonably provided the state vith the best
overall coverage of events in the radio and television broad
casting industry. Contrasted with ACM Conqpany newspapers,
the Tribune coverage did'not suddenly drop off in the early 1930s.
Havre Daily News (Apr. 24, 1929).
Helena Independent-Record (Sept. 27, 1937). Other selected issues
during September were reviewed for any additional information.
Kali spell Daily Interlake (Jan. l8, 1927 through Mar. 31, I927).
Miles City Daily Star (Sept. 4 through Sept. 7, 194l).
Montana Kaimin (Oct. 7, 1924 through Oct. 30, 1925; Nov. 1, I929).
Other selected issues in the period from 1925 through 1929 were
examined for background and additional information.
The Kaimiu provided excellent coverage of the develoi«nents of
the campus radio station.
Sidney Herald (June 25, 1942; Aug. 6, 1942).
Wolf Point Herald (Jan. 4, I929; Oct. 4, I929).
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